Summons to Meeting
Friday 4 March 2022

Development Panel
Tuesday 15 March 2022, 10.00 am
Council Chamber, Allerdale House
Membership:
Councillor Tony Annison (Chair)
Councillor Carole Armstrong
Councillor Allan Daniels
Councillor George Kemp
Councillor Antony McGuckin
Councillor Andrew Semple

Councillor Janet Farebrother (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Nicky Cockburn
Councillor Daniel Horsley
Councillor Elaine Lynch
Councillor Ron Munby MBE
Councillor Alan Tyson

If you have any questions or queries contact Kathryn Magnay on
kathryn.magnay@allerdale.gov.uk.

Agenda
1.

Minutes (Pages 3 - 10)
To sign as a correct record the minutes of the meeting held on 15 February 2022

2.

Apologies for Absence

3.

Declaration of Interests
Councillors/Staff to give notice of any disclosable pecuniary interest, other
registrable interest or any other interest and the nature of that interest relating to
any item on the agenda in accordance with the adopted Code of Conduct.

4.

Questions
To answer questions from Councillors and members of the public – submitted in
writing or by electronic mail no later than 5.00pm on a working day, allowing two
clear working days before the day of the meeting.

5.

FUL/2021/0070 - Derwent Forest - Residential Development (71 Dwellings)
(Pages 11 - 58)

6.

OUT/2021/0024 - Land to the rear of Thorndykes, Hayton - Re-submission
of OUT/2020/0016 - Outline application for one dwelling with access and
landscaping (Pages 59 - 70)

7.

FUL/2021/0301 - Barn Neighbouring Holme Leigh & Kelsick Farm, Kelsick Proposed barn conversion to provide residential dwelling, demolition of
existing WC to front (south) elevation and erection of two storey rear/side
extension to provide quiet living, work area, rehabilitation and shower
room on the ground floor and playroom, office, bedroom, bathroom and
cupboard at first floor (Pages 71 - 84)

8.

FUL/2021/0013 - Gale Brow - Caravan Development (Pages 85 - 110)

Chief Executive

Date of Next Meeting:
Tuesday 29 March 2022, 10.00 am
Council Chamber, Allerdale House

Agenda Item 1
At a meeting of the Development Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on
Tuesday 15 February 2022 at 10.00 am
Members
Councillor Tony Annison (Chair)
Councillor Carole Armstrong
Councillor Allan Daniels
Councillor Elaine Lynch
Councillor Paul Scott
Councillor Alan Tyson

Councillor Janet Farebrother (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Nicky Cockburn
Councillor Daniel Horsley
Councillor Antony McGuckin
Councillor Andrew Semple

Staff Present
G Law, S Long, K Magnay, K McCartney and J Morgan

384.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting on 18 January 2022 were signed as a correct
record.

385.

Declaration of Interests
Councillor N Cockburn declared an interest in item 5 - FUL/2021/0070;
Councillor N Cockburn has attended lots of meetings and consultations
regarding Derwent Forest and part of Derwent Forest is in her ward, however
this will not affect her ability in the decision-making.
Councillor D Horsley declared an interest in item 5 – FUL/2021/0070; part of
Derwent Forest is in his ward, however, this will not affect his ability in the
decision-making.

386.

Questions
None received.

387.

FUL/2021/0070 - Land at Derwent Forest - Detailed consent for 71
dwellings
Representations
Caroline Murray spoke in objection to the application.
The Agent, P Shannon spoke in support of the application.
Application
The Senior Planning Officer, Steve Long recommended approval subject to
additional layout plans, additional condition re Species protection plan, reconsultation under Environmental impact assessment regulations, Habitat
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regulation assessment and clarification on any multiple use of the C2C from
Sustrans/CCC (Highways)
The Senior Planning Officer reported reference to the late list document, receipt
of amended plans and large number of additional late representations. Details
summarised and reported to members including a large volume relating to the
possible use of the C2C extension route for equestrian users.
Education sum for Maryport £71,250.
The Senior Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main
issues within the report as follows:


Principle of development
The scheme as amended is acceptable in accordance with the objectives
of Policy S18 of ALLP1. The proposal will deliver beneficial local
connectivity and restoration measures, proportionate to the scale of the
development proposed.



Layout and Scale
As amended, the major development proposed seeks to reflect the
house style concepts of the original development and be sympathetic
with its open countryside setting.



Highways
The layout and access details as amended meet the requirements of the
County highway authority. In order to improve connectivity, the scheme
incorporates the extension of the existing C2C route which lies to the
west of the site, across the site to the Broughton Moor/ Gt Broughton
highway as well as the estate itself.



Education
The securing of the enhanced education infrastructure/ transport services
has been assessed with the County Education department.
The scheme was amended to deliver all primary/ junior education
contributions to the academy at Gt Broughton (£250,000) as unlike
Broughton Moor there is already the bulk of an existing pedestrian
footway link to this settlement, which would be completed as part of the
development.
In terms of secondary school education contributions, the County agreed
to amend their recommendation to deliver the secondary education
element to Maryport rather than Cockermouth School as it is nearer and
has spare capacity, however would be subject to the provision of a
(£TBC) contribution for transport.
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Contamination
The bespoke Policy S18 of ALPP1 relating to this specific Derwent
Forest site seeks a form of enabling development (e.g. residential) to
facilitate the clean-up of the site. Policy S30 also endorses the
remediation of existing contaminated land/buildings. There has been
detailed examination of the historical legacy of the site and its operations,
to establish the extent of this constraint. The proposal includes the
removal and restoration of the southern section of the former munition
site, with the relocation of the existing perimeter fence alongside the
revised route of the C2C.



Affordable Housing
The proposed scheme as amended will deliver 20% local affordable
home ownership housing quota (14 dwellings) required under the
provisions of Policy SA3 of ALLP2 to be secured under the S106.



Drainage
The foul and surface water drainage details are acceptable in compliance
with policy S29 of ALPP1



Ecology
Policy S35 refers to ecology/ biodiversity. The application is supported by
detailed ecological surveys. Subject to mitigation being secured these
details are safeguarded.

Following member discussions, Councillor N Cockburn proposed to defer the
application to seek additional evidence on traffic management, construction,
environmental management plan and habitat regulation assessment.
Councillor D Horsley seconded the motion.
A vote was taken; the vote for deferral was unanimous.
The motion in favour of deferral was carried.
Decision
Deferred
12pm - Break for Lunch
388.

HOU/2021/0235 - 11 Chapel Terrace, Greysouthen - Two storey extension
to mid terrace cottage - Resubmission

Application
The Senior Planning Officer, Steve Long recommended refusal.
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The Senior Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main
issues within the report as follows:


Residential Amenity
The proposal, by virtue of its proximity to the boundary, scale and
massing to the habitable room windows on rear and side elevation of the
adjoining property Swallow Croft (No. 9), would have a significant
harmful effect on the living conditions of the occupiers of this
neighbouring dwelling i.e unneighbourly development resulting in loss of
outlook and oppressiveness.



Highways
The proposal will not impact upon the operation car parking requirement
for the property.

Councillor N Cockburn proposed to refuse the application as per the Officers
recommendations.
Councillor J Farebrother seconded the motion.
A vote was taken; 7 voted in favour of refusal and 4 against.
The motion in favour of refusal was carried.
Decision
Refused
389.

FUL/2021/0309 - Maritime Museum, 1 Senhouse Street, Maryport - Change
of use from a museum to a composite use involving an art gallery,
exhibition space and an "artist in residence" flat and associated internal
and external alterations
Application
The Senior Planning Officer, Steve Long recommended Approval and advised
members the proposed residential flat land use is considered consistent.
The Senior Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main
issues within the report as follows:


Principle of Development
The proposed composite use is considered consistent and
complimentary to the area for a town centre location.
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Design and Heritage Assets
The proposal alterations to the building have been appropriately
designed to retain the character of the building, whilst providing a viable
use for the building.
The proposed works will not have a detrimental impact on the character
and setting of the conservation area or Listed Buildings.

Councillor A Annison proposed to approve the application as per the Officers
recommendations.
Councillor D Horsely seconded the motion.
A vote was taken; the vote in favour of approval was unanimous.
The motion in favour of approval was carried.
Decision
Approved
Conditions
Time Limit:
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.

2.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.
In Accordance:

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:
Dwg 2146-03 Location Plan
Dwg 2146-05 Site Plan As Proposed
Dwg 2146-06 Floor Plans and Elevations as Proposed received 17
January 2022
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material
alterations to the scheme are properly considered.

390.

ADV/2021/0012 - Public Toilet Block at West Green, Main Road, Allonby - 1
x LED sign and 1 x Solar Panel showing bathing water quality
Application
The Senior Planning Officer, Steve Long recommended Approval.
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The Senior Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main
issues within the report as follows:


Principle of Development
Although internally illuminated LED signage would not normally be
acceptable within a Conservation Area/ AONB, it is considered that given
the signage concerns public safety there is a clear and convincing public
benefit to the proposal that will outweigh any harm caused to the asset(s)
& the public benefits of a proposal outweighs and justifies any harm.

Councillor A Daniels proposed to approve the application as per the Officers
recommendations.
Councillor A McGuckin seconded the motion.
A vote was taken; the vote in favour of approval was unanimous.
The motion in favour of approval was carried.
Decision
Approved
Conditions
Time Limit:
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.Reason: In
order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990.

In Accordance:
2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:
Technical Specification - Signage
Location Plan
Solar Bracket Assembly
Block Plan
Proposed Drawings and Measurements
Solar panel - additional information received 11/01/21

Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material
alterations to the scheme are properly considered.
Other:
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391.

3.

No advertisement shall be sited or displayed so as to: (a) endanger
persons using any highway, railway, waterway, dock, harbour or
aerodrome (civil or military); (b) obscure, or hinder the ready
interpretation of, any traffic sign, railway signal or aid to navigation
by water or air; or (c) hinder the operation of any device used for the
purpose of security or surveillance or for measuring the speed of any
vehicle.
Reason: In order to comply with the provisions of the Town & Country
Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations 2007 and in
the interests of public safety.

4.

Any advertisement displayed, and any site used for the display of
advertisements, shall be maintained in a condition that does not
impair the visual amenity of the site.
Reason: In order to comply with the provisions of the Town & Country
Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations 2007 and in
the interests of public safety

5.

Any structure or hoarding erected or used principally for the purpose
of displaying advertisements shall be maintained in a condition that
does not endanger the public.
Reason: In order to comply with the provisions of the Town & Country
Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations 2007 and in
the interests of public safety.

6.

Where an advertisement is required under these regulations to be
removed, the site shall be left in a condition that does not endanger
the public or impair visual amenity.
Reason: In order to comply with the provisions of the Town & Country
Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations 2007 and in
the interests of public safety and visual amenity.

WTPO/2021/0027 - Sycamore House, Sandale - Removal of Sycamore Tree
(TPO)
Application
The Planning Officer, Kerry McCartney recommended refusal.
The Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main issues within
the report as follows:


Amenity Value
The loss of the tree will result in immediate significant detriment to visual
amenity.



Justification
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Insufficient evidence has been provided with the application to justify the
removal of the tree.
Councillor P Scott proposed to refuse the application as per the Officers
recommendations with a need to monitor the tree and the works approved last
year should be carried out to reduce the weight of the canopy of the tree.
Councillor E Lynch seconded the motion.
A vote was taken; the vote for refusal was unanimous
The motion in favour of refusal was carried.
Decision
Refused
The meeting closed at 1.50 pm
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Agenda Item 5
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application
Development Panel Report
Reference Number: FUL/2021/0070 – (previously OUT/2020/0004)
Valid Date:

18/02/2020

Location:

Land at Derwent Forest, Broughton Moor, Great
Broughton, Cumbria

Applicant:

Mr N Catterson, Derwent Forest Development
Consortium Ltd

Proposal:

Detailed consent for 71 residential units (access,
scale, layout, appearance, landscaping)

RECOMMENDATION
GRANT subject to No Objections from Natural England to an Assessment under
the habitats regulations and s106 legal agreement to secure:
(i)

Provision - 20% local affordable home ownership (14 dwellings) as shown on
the Affordable Housing Plan A2A.19.867_923 Rev A.

(ii)

Type -The following affordable home ownership properties are provided: 6
nos. 1 bedroom apartments provided as affordable housing for over 55, with
the remaining 8 nos. being family housing comprising : 6x type D (1bedroom apts); 1x house type B (5-bedroom); 2x house type A (3-bedroom);
5x house type E (3-bedroom).

(iii) Tenure - The affordable housing should be 100% low cost (discounted sale).
Officers suggested this preference due to the rural location of the site. DFDC
have accepted the proposed position.
(iv)

Extension of the C2C link across the site for multi user purposes- Details
(including its future management) shall be approved prior to commencement
of works. The C2C corridor shall be safeguarded until remediation of Phase
1 of the C2C route is complete; Completion of phase 1 of the C2C route shall
be delivered prior to occupation of the first house and shall be used for or
be kept available for these purposes at all times following its completion;
The Phase 2 link to the C2C to/from the estate, shall be complete prior to the
occupation of the 15th dwelling. (The applicant has confirmed that he seeks
this route to be multiuser including horse riders)
(v)
Prior to the commencement of works, a remediation scheme shall be
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority. The proposal
shall include details of : the clean-up, remediation and enclosure of the
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extended C2C route and the demolition ,removal and remediation of MAG63
and MAG 64 prior to the occupation of the first dwellinghouse, the clean-up
remediation and enclosure of the route of the C2C link to the estate prior to
the occupation of the fifteenth dwelling and the programme for the
demolition , removal and remediation of land of all the former MoD
buildings/structures south of the extended C2C corridor route prior to the
occupation of the fiftieth dwelling or 30th month from the decision(whichever
is the sooner of the two) This shall include the satisfactory removal of any
asbestos materials , plus any supplementary pre demolition ecology surveys
of the sheds to be demolished.
(vi) The submission of a commuted Education sum contribution of: £250,000
(10% prior to commencement and 90% upon the completion of the 15th
dwelling) towards improving education facilities at Broughton Academy;
£71,250 transport contribution towards costs for pupils at Netherhall
Academy, Maryport; and £6,888 towards administration for the school
transport provision.
(vii) Public open space - Prior to development commencing, POS management
details shall be submitted and agreed, in order to deliver and secure a
management plan for 5.6ha of both formal and informal space including the
provision of a children’s play area.
(viii) Should the section 106 not be completed within 6 months, the proposal be
delegated to the Head of Service, for refusal on the basis that those
measures necessary to make the development acceptable in policy terms
have not been secured through the necessary legal agreement.
1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

The scheme as amended is acceptable in
accordance with the objectives of Policy
S18 of ALLP1. The proposal will deliver
beneficial local connectivity and restoration
measures, proportionate to the scale of the
development proposed.

Layout and scale

As amended, the major development
proposed seeks to reflect the house style
concepts of the original development and
be sympathetic with its open countryside
setting.
The nearest property is approx. 260m
distance from the site. A Construction
Environment Management Plan (CEMP)
has been submitted for the development
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Highways

The layout and access details as amended
meet the requirements of the County
highway authority. In order to improve
connectivity, the scheme incorporates the
extension of the existing C2C route which
lies to the west of the site, across the site
to the Broughton Moor/ Gt Broughton
highway as well as the estate itself.
The issue of the C2C extension has been
confirmed by the applicant as to be
Multiuser i.e. available for additional use
by horse riders.
The applicant has provided details for the
Construction Traffic Management Plan.

Education

The securing of the enhanced education
infrastructure/ transport services has been
assessed with the County Education
department.
The scheme was amended to deliver all
primary/ junior education contributions to
the academy at Gt Broughton (£250,000)
as unlike Broughton Moor there is already
the bulk of an existing pedestrian footway
link to this settlement, which would be
completed as part of the development.
In terms of secondary school education
contributions, the County agreed to amend
their recommendation to deliver the
secondary education element to Maryport
rather than Cockermouth School as it is
nearer and has spare capacity, however
would be subject to the provision of a
(£71,250) contribution for transport.
The applicant has provided a timetable for
the submissions of these sums which has
been accepted by the County.

Contamination

The bespoke Policy S18 of ALPP1 relating
to this specific Derwent Forest site seeks a
form of enabling development (e.g.
residential) to facilitate the clean-up of the
site. Policy S30 also endorses the
remediation of existing contaminated
land/buildings. There has been detailed
examination of the historical legacy of the
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site and its operations, to establish the
extent of this constraint. The proposal
includes the removal and restoration of the
southern section of the former munition
site, with the relocation of the existing
perimeter fence alongside the revised
route of the C2C.
Affordable housing

The proposed scheme as amended will
deliver 20% local affordable home
ownership housing quota (14 dwellings)
required under the provisions of Policy
SA3 of ALLP2 to be secured under the
S106.

Drainage

The foul and surface water drainage
details are acceptable in compliance with
policy S29 of ALPP1

Ecology

Policy S35 refers to ecology/ biodiversity.
The application is supported by detailed
ecological surveys. Subject to mitigation
being secured these details are
safeguarded.
A habitat regulation assessment (HRA) for
the proposed works has been received.

2.

Proposal

2.1.

Members may recollect this application was considered by the Development
panel at their last meeting on 15th February. Members resolved, following a site
visit, to defer the application to obtain further details re: the conditioned
Construction Traffic Management plan (CTMP) and Construction Environmental
management Plan CEMP) and the outstanding Habitat Regulation Assessment
(HRA). Clarity was also required on the status and nature of the proposed
extended C2C highway route and whether in response to the late objections from
the horse-riding community it was multiuser i.e. was it available for use as a
bridleway for horse riders.

2.2

The applicant seeks detailed consent for an estate of 71 dwellinghouses located
on an existing agricultural field within the former RNAD site sited between the
settlements of Broughton Moor and Great Broughton.

2.2.

The application under its EIA status is supported by additional supporting
documents: Archaeology, contamination, drainage, landscape, ecology, housing,
tree surveys, traffic and transport and a statement of community involvement.
(The applicant has since set up a community engagement group to inform of the
progress of the proposal).
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2.3.

The Plans for consideration are:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location Plan: A2A.867_901 rev H
*C2C Location Plan: A2.19.867_002 rev A
Site Layout: A2A.19.867_902 rev H
*Site Layout – Roof Plan: A2A.19.867_921 rev C
Layout Plan: A2A.19.867_903 rev E
Construction Traffic Routing (22/11/21)
C2C Cycle Route & Public Access, June 2021
*House Type A Plans: A2A.19.867_300 rev B*
*House Type A Elevations: A2A.19.867_301 rev B*
*House Type A Material Study: A2A.19.867_1000 rev A
*House Type B Plans: A2A.19.867_302 rev B
**House Type B Elevations: A2A.19.867_303 rev B*
*House Type B Material Study: A2A.19.867_1001 rev A
*House Type C Plans: A2A.19.867_304 rev A*
*House Type C Elevations: A2A.19.867_305 rev A*
*House Type C Material Study: A2A.19.867_1002 rev A
*House Type D Plans: A2A.19.867_307 rev A*
*House Type D Elevations: A2A.19.867_306 rev A*
*House Type D Material Study: A2A.19.867_1003 rev A
*House Type E Plans: A2A.19.867_308 rev A*
*House Type E Elevations: A2A.19.867_309 rev A*
*House Type E Material Study: A2A.19.867_1004 rev A
*Interface Distances: A2A_19.867_922 rev A
Derwent Forest Strategic Masterplan Framework (November 2020), prepared
by A2A
Statement of Community Involvement (Feb 2021), prepared by Tetra Tech
Road Safety Audit (26th March 2021), prepared by Tetra Tech
Archaeological Works Written Scheme of Investigation, prepared by NAA
Design and Access Statement, prepared by A2A
Environmental Statement (Feb 2020), prepared by WYG
Ecological Baseline Report Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Nov 2019),
prepared by ITP Energised
Preliminary Roost Assessment and Barn Owl Survey (Dec 2019), prepared
by ITP Energised
Great Crested Newt Presence/Absence Survey Report (Feb 2020), prepared
by ITP Energised
Badger Survey report (Dec 2019), prepared by ITP Energised
Water Vole Survey Report (Nov, 2019), prepared by ITP Energised
Geo-Environmental Desk Top Study & Preliminary Coal Mining Risk
Assessment (January 2020), prepared by WYG
Geo-Environmental Memorandum (June 2020), prepared by WYG
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•
•
•
•

Floor Risk and Drainage Assessment (January 2020), prepared by WYG
Indicative Drainage Arrangement: A115081-SK003 P1
• C2C Cycle Route and Public Access document (June 2021), prepared by
A2A
Derwent Forest Application Comments (June 2021), prepared by A2A
Affordable Housing A2A 19.867 923 Rev A
Interface Distances Rev B A2A.19.922 Rev B
Tree and Woodland survey by Westwood landscapes
Tree constraints plan by Westwood landscapes
Construction Environmental management Plan 25/02/22
E-mail dated 25/02/22 re multiuser use of extended C2C route.

2.4.

In addition to these plans the applicant also provided an overarching masterplan
document for the whole of the depot site. This was to demonstrate the long term
visions for the wider site encompassing a variety of differing landuses, within the
context of Policy S18 and demonstrate how the concept of the current proposed
phase interelates with other long term future ambitions.

2.5.

The proposal was the subject of a public consultation event at Broughton Moor in
January 2020.

3.

Site

3.1.

The application site compromises of a large agricultural field set within the
perimeter fence of the former Broughton Moor Royal Navy Armaments Depot
RNAD site. This overall site is approx. 425ha comprising of 132 structures and
a railway link serving a network of smaller interconnecting lines within the site.
The site represents the largest brownfield development opportunity in the
North West of England. Previously owned by the ministry of defence, it was
last used in 1992. The sites and its array of scattered buildings and structures is
fenced off and (with the exception of the initial phase under construction is not
accessible to the public).

3.2.

The site represents approx. a 10 ha area of open agricultural land, currently used
for grazing, and is sited on the eastern edge of the Depot site, adjacent to the
connecting C2007 highway from Great Broughton to Broughton Moor. It is
located approx.0.67 km north west of Broughton (Great and Little) and 1.3km
south east of the Broughton Moor settlement boundary.

3.3.

The nearest individual residential property is Stockmoor Hall, which is sited
approx. 260m to the north of the site.

3.4.

The site is predominantly on a shallow northwards facing slope with a dividing
ridgeline between the proposed site and the neighbouring smaller self-build
development sited to the south of the site.

3.5.

Its largely open and exposed in character and inter-dispersed by hedgerows with
a beck traversing along the northern perimeter of the site. There is a narrow belt
of trees situated in the narrow strip of land forming the highway verge. The
immediate surrounding land within the site is also of a similar landscape
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character with the bulk of the sites many buildings and structures (including a
large spoil mound) concentrated within the woodland areas to the west or the
open agricultural fields within the boundaries of RNAD site to the south.
3.6.

The site is historically linked by a rail link to the main railway network and this
feature including embankments cuttings and bridges remain in situ within a
central east-west alignment across the site. Most of this disused line route
outside the RNAD is adapted for recreational use as part of the national C2C
cycle corridor. Given this site is not accessible the C2C route is presently
diverted east of Camerton village southwards towards the Camerton - Gt
Broughton highway.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1.

The site itself has not been the subject of any previous applications.

4.2.

Historically the RNAD site was used for small scale coal mining and a brickworks
which was upgraded with Buckhill colliery in the 19th century and closed in 1932.
A smallpox hospital was also sited in the north western area of the wider site. Its
primary use commenced in 1938 when it was purchased by the Royal navy for
use as a naval arms depot, which in 1944 expanded its use from storage to
maintenance, repair, inspection and disposal of munitions. This use ceased in
1963 when leased to West Germany for the storage of mines, followed by the
United States in 1977, for arms storage, being utilised by NATO from 1981-1991.
A full explosive ordinance disposal search of the site was undertaken for its
decommissioning, removing all explosive materials from the site. The site has
remained vacant since its closure in 1992.

4.3.

A smaller initial housing estate of 25 dwellinghouses acting as a catalyst for the
future programme of works on the wider site under Policy S18 was granted
outline consent under 2/2014/0858 and the subsequent reserved matters
2/2017/0319. It has a separate independent vehicular access onto the Great
Broughton-Broughton Moor (Moor Rd) highway. The approved self-build scheme
under 2/2004/0858, is extant and adopted a design code to endeavour to retain
an element of uniformity in its appearance. The site has since been the subject of
numerous variation/ full applications for alternative house types. This site is
therefore presently a construction site to a large number of separate individual
housing projects.

4.4.

The council has a separate pending detailed planning application FUL/2020/0047
for a visitor centre on the opposite western outskirts of the depot site, which is
served by a separate access corridor. There may be future potential to
interconnect the two individual developments through the proposed extension to
the C2C which traverses in proximity to the proposed museum site.

5.

Representations

5.1.

Broughton Parish Council
3/12/20 - Question the applicant’s submitted traffic movement evidence.
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8/4/20 - Object on the grounds of: Access from the A66 is already dangerous and
overburdened with a hazard to pedestrians and road users. Contest the traffic
grounds will primarily use the Seaton route is unfounded and unrealistic with
most movements via Broughton which has a narrow bridge, narrow roads and it
passes a school, no proven need for houses, cumulative development to the
existing 25 units with future additional phases
Proposal seen in isolation rather than as a scheme for the whole site, ecofriendly village concept lost, seek a wider mix of housing, poor access to the site
(blackspot),existing parking congestion , traffic hazards in the village, existing
outline consent for 160 mobile homes at Soddy gap with cumulative impacts,
wider impacts on infrastructure (schools, doctors , public transport etc., no
housing need with unsold new builds in the area, impact on local schools intake,
excessive volume of traffic through the village.
26/03/21 - Object on grounds: Hazardous access onto Moor Rd with fast traffic
bends and dips. Traffic also likely to traverse through Broughton, passing the
school (seek modifications to make it safer), further measures required to make
safe pedestrian access to Gt. Broughton as it is in poor condition, overgrown and
in parts unusable and should be illuminated, seek condition to reflect a mix of
housing stock to provide accessibility and meet housing needs - no social
allocation, need for facilities on site for public transport, with the need of a
transport and construction management plan, no identified play area, seek a
renewable energy and sustainability statement prior to any decision, to ensure a
green ethos/climate action plan, additional wildlife surveys required to monitor
flora/fauna post development, impact on local infrastructure school/ health
provision and lack of community cohesion at this isolated site with no
connections.
9/7/21 - The Masterplan recently been launched by the DFDC appears to be
almost identical to the one that was prepared in 1992/1993, and includes the
C2C bike route. (The Parish Council referring to the original master plan highlight
the sense of community frustration and mistrust around the sites proposals,
which have been the same for 30 years but with different words and it appears
little has changed in the past 3 decades in terms of community concerns.)
•

The access to the site remains incredibly poor, and will be significantly
detrimental to local communities.

•

The mix of houses is not right given the recent build and those in the villages
of Great & Little Broughton and Broughton moor. The Local Community
challenge the promise of 'one beds' will be reneged upon via a later
application to vary planning conditions, which appears to be a pattern of
larger scale developers. i.e the proposed 1 bedroom units is just a 'nod' to
social housing that will never materialise.
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•

Significant local concerns remain about the eco-housing proposals. The
Parish Council and local community understood that the first round of
developments on the site (now in progress) were to be eco-houses but this
appears to have been all but forgotten, and the local community feels the
same is likely to happen again. The Parish Councillors & the local community
are concerned whether this aspiration to be removed by an application to
vary planning conditions once approval is in place (these comments are
based upon this precept).

•

If the aspiration is for the homes on the site to be eco-homes how this will be
reflected in the price point of the houses, with eco-homes being more
expensive, and how does this fit with local affordable housing? i.e. is the ecohousing solely an 'aspiration' that will help achieve a planning consent, but
ultimately will later be removed due to cost issues.

•

Seek footpaths/access to the site appear to be part of the earlier
development phases of the site, including a significant proportion of these
bought forward into 'Phase 1' (via planning conditions) to provide local
community benefits.

•

The existing plans appear to have a start date that allows for completion
within 18 months? Question this timescale/viability of this target given the
volume of asbestos and other contaminated/dangerous materials on portions
of the site, with lengthy processes for its disposal.

•

Seek any planning approval or linked agreements enshrines that 'build' traffic
will move INSIDE the site up towards Flimby to ensure this occurs. This
avoids delivery and build vehicles taking the 'easy' option of the existing
highways, having detrimental effects on the existing community, with the risk
of significant road traffic accidents, on highways that are not designed nor
have the capacity to cope with this volume of building traffic.

•

The development will take many years and that it is likely to be subject to
'creeping' development, with concerns from the community that these public
benefits should be given sufficient strength to be delivered in these 'phase 1'
applications. E.g. the footpaths to the school. The community consider these
should be enshrined under planning conditions at this stage.

•

Traffic Concerns - This is one of the fundamental underpinning serious
concerns of the Parish of Broughton, relating to vehicle movements
(excluding build traffic). With the 'Phase 1' developments being approved,
there will be 23 self-build units worth of cars (realistically at least 2 per
household) so 46, and then 71 further houses (again realistically 2 cars per
household) so 142 vehicles, trying to use the existing highways infrastructure
through Great Broughton & Little Broughton. This highway infrastructure
doesn't cope with its existing vehicular load, and the Parish Council have
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been making representations to Cumbria County Council for well over a
decade regarding concerns about these roads (volume of traffic, speed of
traffic, size of traffic, lack of pedestrian infrastructure etc). At a conservative
estimate your two current developments add 188 additional vehicles to the
already groaning infrastructure, if that is one movement in and out a day that
is an additional 376 vehicle movements per day. This may not 'trigger' the
CCC Highways Authority to make comment on the additional traffic
movements, but CCC Highways have confirmed that they are subject to
national guidance on vehicle movements, which are generally not appropriate
for smaller rural/semi-rural parishes as to trigger the thresholds you are
looking at massive additional vehicle movements. However this does NOT
mean that 376 additional vehicle movements per day is not a massive thing
for the local community. They consider CCC Highways are restricted in what
they can which make the community and Parish Council feedback on this
issue even more important.
The Parish Council and local community feel it is very important to be as
open and honest as possible to try and ensure that the development of the
Derwent Forest site, becomes something that locally people are proud of and
feel they can interact with, and that it doesn't just become another burden
round the local community’s neck.
However their most recent response 19/01/22 states:
In response to a response from the clerk Derwent Forest Development
Corporation have confirmed that the changes are:
- Footpath routes through the site have been clarified;
- Side windows have been deleted to avoid overlooking;
- Minor changes to landscape layout;
- 20% affordable housing re-confirmed;
- Site remediation phasing re-confirmed;
- C2C cycleway route and land reservation re-confirmed;
- Scope of education contributions confirmed via S.106.
- The proposed draft heads of terms now states £250,000 towards
improving education facilities at Broughton Academy Contribution towards
transport measures to Netherhall Academy (figures to be calculated by
CCC) and £6,688 towards set up and administration fee for the school
transport provision.
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-

The parish resolved that being part of the Community Engagement Group
appears to have been beneficial with some of the community suggestions
being enshrined into the amendments, and the local community thank the
developers for this. Broughton Parish Council would like it noted that they
are putting significant trust in both the developer and Allerdale Borough
Council as the planning authority to ensure that all of the above, the
planning detail, and the Construction Management Plan is fully complied
with.

Broughton Moor Parish
23/03/21 - This council is concerned that:
- The plans as currently presented do not deliver on the original design for
green, sustainable, self-sufficient, carbon neutral homes but, rather, use
standard building materials, mains waste-water systems and mains
electricity etc. This council would wish to see more evidence of the
original vision for the site reflected in the plans.
- This major development within the parish of Broughton Moor sees no
benefit to the existing village community and this council would ask the
panel to ascertain from the developer whether they intend to do anything
to directly assist the village, in return for the considerable disruption to
village life both during and after construction.
Later consultation response expressed their former concerns on the impact of
traffic. Consider the layout details do not comply with current design standards
20/08/21 - The Parish Council objects to this application on a number of grounds,
including:
- The view that the existing infrastructure cannot support an application of
this size, especially with regard to roads, sewage and waste water
disposal, school places and general amenities in the area.
- The previous plots on the Derwent Forest site have not adhered to the
original vision for the development to be self-sufficient in terms of energy
production, waste management and the use of renewable building
materials, changing from the original vision to now being just another
housing development for profit. This was not felt to be a suitable
development for the area and its nearby communities.
- Concern for wildlife, especially bats, owls and rare orchids,
- Concern for the removal of old asbestos on site with assurances that
asbestos particles would not become airborne.
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- The Derwent Forest site had not brought any benefit to the village of
Broughton Moor and it was hoped that the developers would have a
conversation with the Parish Council in this regard.
Seaton Parish
19/03/21 - Object concerns as previously reported with concerns on traffic on
Seaton main roads.
20/7/21 - Object concerns at the development of dwellings on a site which still
has asbestos present and at the impact of additional traffic travelling through
Seaton from residents at the site.
4/01/22 - No objections
CCC Highway Authority/ LLFA
5.2.

Proposed access is acceptable. Seek an upgraded shared footway cycleway,
plus the need of bus stops on both sides of the carriageway. Need of a road
safety audit. Seek a range of highway planning conditions. In response to the reconsultation on the full application details they seek the repeat of the outline
conditions.

5.3.

In assessing the comments concerning the conversion of the cycleway to
bridleway the process is quite extensive. The proposal would create a new route
which could be used by the C2C to avoid using the on road section. There are no
concerns with the creation of the multiuser route which should be dedicated as
highway (which includes its surface treatment) recommended under a condition.
It is highlighted whilst there is no means to object to a S25 dedication, since the
owner is in agreement, any objections from a reluctant landowner when using
S26 in order to force a new route will necessitate deferring to PINS for
determination and can result in a claim for compensation from the landowner
(HA80 S28). There are certain tests pertaining to S26 that the order must meet
and the outcome of any order cannot be guaranteed at any stage of the process
until completion. Cumbria County council does not presently entertain HA80 S26
orders when the landowner is not in agreement. This will require appropriate
committee approval before proceeding to dedication.

5.4.

The County highway authority advise the submitted Construction Environment
Management Plan is acceptable subject to HGV being restricted as to not pass
during school muster times and any detritus materials deposited on the highway
should be cleaned up without delay. A more detailed plan should also be
provided of the compound.
CCC Lead Local Flood Authority

5.5.

No objection in principle (which may need reviewing in any full application).
Drainage condition recommended. Re-consultation on full application – details
acceptable subject to conditions
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5.6.

Noted the submission of photographs and letter from an adjacent resident to the
site showing the overland surface water exceedance routes and areas of
flooding. The flood risk maps and Indicative Drainage Layout indicate that the
houses are outside the 1:1000 flood risk area within the photographs. Reference
also to the photographs surface water run-off from the sloping ground to the
south of the site, which can be mitigated by incorporating SUDS drainage and
surface water management measures in the full detailed design stage.
Rights of Way Officer

5.7.

No recorded rights of way in the vicinity of the site.
MoD

5.8.

No safeguarding options
Electricity North West

5.9.

The proposal may have an impact of their infrastructure. The development should
not encroach on these assets of their easements. Any diversion would be at the
expense of the applicant
Environmental Protection

5.10. No objections subject to planning conditions re Construction Management Plan
and assessment of any contamination.
5.11. They verbally advise that the details of the applicant’s submitted Construction
Environmental management Plan are acceptable.
Natural England
5.12. There is a hydrological link, via Flamiggs Gill North, between the proposed
development site and the River Derwent (designated as the River Derwent &
Tributaries SSSI and the River Derwent & Bassenthwaite Lake SAC) which lies
2km to the south west. Despite this distance the following potential impacts need
to be considered due to this hydrological connection:

The potential for sediment or other polluting run‐off to enter the river ‐ both
during the construction period and the permanent phase. This includes
earthworks/excavation and storage/use of machinery, materials and fuels
and any de‐culverting of Flamiggs Gill North.

Any discharge leading to a deterioration in water quality of the river. This
includes foul drainage and surface water.

Potential for impacts from disturbance of contaminated land.

Potential for introduction/ spread of invasive non‐native species (biosecurity
issues).
To address construction impacts a finalised CEMP must be conditioned and
submitted with the Reserved Matters application.
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A finalised drainage statement will also be required to ensure the proposed
SuDS are still viable as the project progresses and can achieve greenfield run‐off
rates.
The individual species surveys submitted as Natural England were not assessed
but need reviewing under (standing advice). The protected species
pre‐commencement surveys and mitigation outlined in section 5.8 of the
submitted Ecology Chapter should be conditioned. Once permission is granted
suitable European Protected Species licenses will be required for bats and great
crested newts.
The proposal should demonstrate biodiversity net gain, in line with national policy,
including the enhancements in those detailed in 5.5 of the submitted Ecology
Chapter.
Additional need for a Habitats Regulations Assessment with regards to the
Special Area of Conservation. Notification of Natural England is required if your
authority is minded to grant planning permission contrary to the advice above.
5.13. The comments of Natural England are awaited on the applicants future Habitat
Regulation Assessment submission (to be reported at the panel meeting)
Highway England
5.14. No objections
Fire Officer
5.15.

No objections
West Cumbria bus users

5.16. Concern on the piecemeal nature of the development. The existing bus service
(Cockermouth-Maryport) is very basic in the number of journeys and is
expensive. Seek dialogue with the bus operators to deliver a better served via a
commuted sum contribution.
Cumbria Constabulary
5.17. Outlines the Ministry of Housing, communities and local government (MHCLG) in
pursing secure by design initiatives (reflected in the NPPF and NPPF)
highlighting the importance of safe and secure external environment. Their role is
offer advice on features that may be come crime or antisocial behaviour
generators (reflected in policy DM14 of ALPP1).
5.18.

Recommend alterations to various paths in the site to avert accessibility to
criminals and defensible spaces, some identified visitor parking areas which lack
natural surveillance, some site specific additional defensive landscaping e.g.
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hawthorn, widening of gardens to improve security and lighting of some of the car
park areas.
CCC Education
5.19. Undertaken a pupil yield assessment and identified the nearest schools and their
capacities
5.20. Initial estimate of 16 primary school places from the development to be split
evenly between the two schools at Gt Broughton and Broughton Moor with
transport costs for the latter as there is presently not a safe walking route. The
initial estimate also had a yield of 12 secondary spaces from the development to
be accommodated at Cockermouth academy requiring both education and
transport contributions, plus an additional transport set up and admin fee. The
initial total education contribution request was £432,398
5.21. In this instance based on the further information that has been provided and
discussions that have taken place the County Council has no objection to the
revised alternative education contributions that are proposed in the Educations
Contribution Note and Section 106 Draft Heads of Term. The County Council
have confirmed the applicants timetable for the submission of the sums is
acceptable.
County Archaeologist
5.22. Refers to the applicant’s geophysical survey of the site which identifies some
anomalies plus the demolition of an existing building on the site which is of local
significance. Seek a recording of this feature by means of a planning condition.
United Utilities
5.23. Confirm the applicants proposed drainage evidence are acceptable in principle
which should be endorsed by planning condition, plus an additional condition for
its future management. Reconsultation on the full application – No objections
subject to conditions including separate drainage systems.
Housing services
5.24. Outlines the local housing survey needs.
Environment Agency
5.25. Seek an amended desk study to account for the gas works on site or the c18
mine drain links. Identified leachable contaminants – need of ground
investigation, risk assessment and possible source removal.
Coal Authority
5.26. Fundamental concern as the site falls within the defined Development High Risk
Area with the need to consider coal mining features and hazards, a specific
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reference is made on a mine entry and highlights the potential for shallow mine
workings. Whilst they consider they would be inappropriate for imposing a
condition relating to shallow mine workings, there remains the potential for
unrecorded features to be present. The Coal authority therefore initially
objected seeking the location of the missing feature (and thus any associated
no build zone). Re-consultation response on the revised full application seeks
additional evidence but notes the applicants desk top study identified the mine
entry and that intrusive investigations should be undertaken which will inform its
remediation and treatment.
5.27. 14/12/21- updated letter. It concurs with the applicants Geo- Environmental
Desk top study (Jan 2020) that a recorded mine entry shaft potentially poses a
risk and intrusive site investigations should be undertaken (reserved by
condition) prior to the development to establish the exact situation regarding it.
On the basis that the intention is to stabilise the shaft they withdraw their
objection, subject to these conditions.
5.28. The application was advertised on site and in the press.28 letters of objection
were received on the grounds of:
o Roads through Broughton are too narrow and would not cope with extra
traffic damage and unsafe amounts of traffic and needs to be assessed
cumulatively with existing traffic.
o Broughton Main Street lacks footpaths(traffic bottleneck-single file), is
regularly unsafe and its buildings have been damaged several times by
vehicles with vehicles exceeding its 20mph speed limit cars;
o Need of a roundabout on the A66 as it is a poor junction; black spot with
increased traffic at peak times. The improvements to this junction are
delayed for a year and future development should not be permitted unless
this junction is delivered
o The principle of the development is inappropriate as the site represents
the only easily accessible greenfield areas on the whole site i.e. not
brownfield;
o Proximity to other buildings;
o Pollution of the watercourse and its wildlife during construction;
o Overlooking of the nearest property (Stockmoor Hall);
o Disturbance via increased light and noise pollution;
o Oppressive and overbearing impact on the nearest dwelling;
o The scale, design and proximity of the scheme is out of character with the
local area.(including its backdrop location to the Lakeland fells);
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o Harmful impact on road safety - narrow bridge;
o Construction traffic (the scheme does not include a new bridge);
o Ongoing works would not be temporary;
o The traffic management is mathematically wrong, especially as it solely
relates to 71 units;
o The whole development must be viewed in its entirety, demanding a
dedicated major route. e.g. A66 as suggested in the Masterplan. This
needs to be built prior to any development starting enabling construction
traffic to avoid villages and renewable power would enable energy
provision as they were occupied. Effects of traffic are stated as being
adverse, but the period short term which is unacceptable as the
masterplan will take years to complete.
o There should be no construction traffic through Gt Broughton, Little
Broughton or Broughton Moor traffic (the access to the Story’s estate
could be closed off as work is completed resulting in access solely via
footpath and bridleways;
o No details on renewable energy;
o Additional employment/ leisure uses at the site will increase traffic;
o The masterplan refers to dedicated factory for producing residential units
but no details in the application;
o Amphibian frog crossing on Broughton Moor – Gt Broughton highway
during breeding season;
o Creeping housing development (the masterplan) despite its size has
brownfield and ecological benefits;
o Dispute the funding from the initial phase to fund the masterplan
infrastructure;
o The submitted details show access onto Moor Road rather than the
masterplans link to the A66 which would not protect the villages from
traffic;
o Details on the houses do not provide for renewable energy solutions to
secure zero carbon footprint with solely references to considerations
which can be avoided and should be a requirement;
o The site has little public transport links-increasing traffic movements ;
o Increase traffic 100-140 vehicles each day;
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o Poor access to the site (commuter “rat run”) with poor visibility and no
public footpath;-need of access from A66
o No need for a development of this size - aspirational rather than affordable
homes;
o Building on a greenfield site to the detriment of its ecology. Lack of details
on eco-homes;
o The existing highway (Church Road) adjacent to their property is currently
dangerous with near misses on a daily basis and alterations are essential.
An increase in traffic will only increase the risk of accidents;
o A further letter from an objector repeated his objection to the Moor Road
access and considers the A66 access ‘option’ carries insufficient weight;
o

Repeat objection relating to renewable energy technology; which should
be incorporated into the scheme and the masterplan references land to
the west being earmarked for energy production, which should be included
as a condition of any permission;

o Observation of the 20% social housing which should be maintained and
preferably expanded with properties having local occupancy problems to
avoid the local housing problems in the national park expanded;
o Photographic evidence of flooding in the application sites field following
heavy rain (possibly including old mine working) with the Coal boards
comments that the land was unsuitable due to the nature of historic
mining;
o The proposal does not reflect the original brief of eco-friendly housing, the
use of the brownfield part of the site and its clean up;
o The works have no guarantee on delivering the necessary infrastructure
for the overall sites access;
o The development should stay on the same side as the neighbouring new
build estate given the size of the wider site, in line with Gt Broughton, and
presently the proposal does not form part of either village located in a
greenfield/open moorland setting;
o Site has been cherry picked for housing (very little is brownfield) and does
not fulfil the promises made for the site;
o The development is out of character of the area and will be visually
prominent in its surroundings, contrary to the concept of a “new village”;
o Severe impact on wildlife; recent loss of swans and woodcock, reduction
in barn owl population, disturbance to bats and Roe deer, swans;(dated
surveys)
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o Middle of nowhere location;-no footpath link to Broughton Moor academy
o If the access is not forthcoming it should be returned to Allerdale with a
supporting steering group to implement a friendlier and community backed
scheme with walks /cycle paths etc. which avoid traffic (including
parking/visitor centre/café etc.
o Proposal represents the first phase
o Impact on local school capacity
o Increased car movement due to no shop/church in Broughton Moor
o No invitation to community meetings
o The development should be alongside the existing estate
o Hazards of increase traffic to pedestrians
o Drip fed permissions resulting in poorly placed and inappropriate
development
o Old villages have grown to saturation point-need of additional
infrastructure to support the traffic
o Need for horse-riding routes-cater for future needs of all groups with roads
becoming busier
o Need of signage for horse riders/cyclists
o The use of the proposed link by horse riders would link with other
bridleways
o Reference to Sustrans “paths for everyone policy” which avoids
discriminating against any user group i.e. open to all non-motorised traffic
o Reference to other multiuser trails on disused railway lines in rural, semirural and urban areas including National parks cycle routes –Derbyshire ,
N.Yorks and Sussex
A further 12 letters of representation whilst not objecting requested the use of
the C2C route for horse riders. Two letters also sought its use by horse and
cart.
One letter whilst not opposing the development sought confirmation on the
means of access for the development.
One additional letter sought clarification on local consultation for the proposal.
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Two letters stated no objections subject to a comprehensive plan for future
access arrangements.
An additional letter was received from the Cumbria bridleway society. They
welcome the railway being opened up for walkers/cyclists to provide a new route
for vulnerable road users, but ask this to be opened up to equestrians requesting
it be a multiuser route or greenway. Question whether it would be discriminatory
between the predominantly female equestrian’s users and the predominantly
male cyclist users.
A letter was received from Cllr Carni McCarron Holmes stating no objections to
the application.
A letter was also received from Cllr Sandwith with local residents referring to the
need to ensure all asbestos buildings should be demolished and taken off site
prior to any dwellings being given permission, the masterplans 1200-1800
dwellings should be applied for rather than the 71 dwellings, the local
infrastructure is inadequate in Broughton Moor, Gt Broughton, Seaton and
Camerton to accommodate this level of traffic.
6.

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

6.1.

Acknowledged this proposal represents part of a greater scaled project for the
redevelopment of the wider site and therefore constituted EIA development under
the Town and Country planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) regulations
2017.

6.2.

A supporting Environmental Statement (ES) was submitted covering the topics of
Archaeology , Air quality and odour, Noise and Vibration, Hydrology , Water and
flood risk, Socio-economic, Lighting, Waste, Human health, Accidents and
Climate change.

7.

Duties

7.1.

The proposal does not impact of the setting of any listed building or conservation
area. Given the potential for significant downstream impacts on a designated
Natura 2000 designation (River Derwent SAC) a habitats assessment is required.

8.

Development Plan Policies

8.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) ALPP1
Policy S1
Policy S2
Policy S3
Policy S4
Policy S5
Policy S7
Policy S8
Policy S18

Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Sustainable development principles
Spatial strategy and growth
Design principles
Development principles
A mixed and balanced housing market
Affordable housing
Derwent Forest
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Policy S22
Policy S27
Policy S29
Policy S30
Policy S32
Policy S33
Policy S35
Policy DM12
Policy DM14
Policy DM17

8.2.

Transport principles
Heritage assets
Flood risk and surface water drainage
Reuse of land
Safeguarding amenity
Landscape
Protecting and enhancing biodiversity and geodiversity
Sustainable construction
Standards of good design
Trees, hedgerows and woodland.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) ALPP2
Policy SA2 Settlement limits
Policy SA5 Housing standards
Policy SA33 Broadband

9.

Other material considerations
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)
Allerdale Borough Council Plan 2020-2030

10.

Policy weighting

10.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
11.

Assessment:
Principle

11.1.

The proposed residential development represents the second phase in
redeveloping the former RNAD (Derwent Forest) site, which has stood
predominantly redundant for many years and will assist in restoring part of a
brownfield site back to use.

11.2.

The initial first outline phase of proposal under 2/2014/0858 for 25 self-build
residential units was approved (including a design code) with the prospect that
it would enable and facilitate the funding for the wider development of the site.
The approved highway infrastructure of this estate is complete and a large
number of the plots are under construction with one being complete and
occupied.
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11.3.

The role of Derwent Forest in West Cumbria is recognised in a number of key
strategies including the Energy Coast Masterplan, Sub Regional Spatial
Strategy, Cumbria Tourism Destination plan and Cumbria Economic Plan.

11.4.

Given the scale, nature and strategic potential of the Derwent Forest site, the
ALPP1 includes a standalone exemption policy to guide development over the
plan period, recognising the types of acceptable uses and the exceptional
nature of the site. i.e. the inclusion of this site is on the basis of it acting as an
enabling development to facilitate the restoration of the site to the wider benefit
of the local community.

11.5.

Policy S18 Derwent Forest recognises the need to secure a mix of uses for the
project to be viable and to enable the restoration of the site to a suitable level of
use. The policy includes residential development “sufficient to achieve the
viability of the project and secure the overall restoration of the site”. However
the policy does specify objectives seeking that any proposal will:
“a) Provide a comprehensive masterplan for the site, including phasing, to be
submitted as part of any planning application to ensure delivery of a coherent
solution for the site and avoid a piecemeal approach;
b) Demonstrate the social, economic and environmental benefits it will bring to
the local economy and community;
c) Provide a whole site solution and incorporate significant elements of public
access, including the continuation and enhancement of the C2C cycle route
through the site;
d) Give consideration to sustainable modes of transport that will form an
important part of any transport assessment/plan required to support proposals;
e) Ensure the siting, design and scale of all elements of the proposed scheme
are appropriate, and will safeguard and enhance important landscape features,
valuable historic assets, existing wildlife species and habitats and demonstrate
how the wider landscape context has been taken into account. The proposal will
seek to minimise and where appropriate mitigate adverse impacts;
f) Ensure that off-site infrastructure is adequate to accommodate any proposals
and that the site is remediated to an acceptable level for the proposed end use.”

11.6. Officers acknowledge that the restoration of the site is one of a long term vision
over many years given the sheer size of the overall site.
11.7. The merits of the housing aspect of the development are more precise in the
context of the supporting para 210 of the ALPP1 which states:
“In order to enable the development, part of the site has potential to be suitable
for new housing. To facilitate the investigation of the scope and potential of the
site, and to support the development of a masterplan and appropriate site
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assessments, a limited amount of residential development will be supported as
a stand-alone development. Any proposal will have to demonstrate how it will
contribute to site investigation and appraisal.”
11.8. Paras 212/ 213 ALPP1 acknowledges that given the substantive constraints on
the site, the viability of the development may be marginal and therefore a
proposal may not necessarily be able to meet policy requirements relating to
housing mix and affordable housing. It also recognises the role in co-ordinating
any development to a network of habitat and green infrastructure.
11.9. In assessing the merits of the proposal, members need to assess whether they
consider it fulfils the policy criteria of paras 210-213. The scheme however as
initially submitted, lacked any supporting masterplan thus did not initially
demonstrate compliance with the local plan policy requirements, which was
reflected in Officer concern over piecemeal development not reflecting the wider
site development aspirations.
11.10. In response, the applicant submitted a masterplan document which outlines a
wider broader vision for the development of the whole site which includes an
indicative layout of 3 new settlements, other development including commercial
leisure development and routes of connectivity (estimating approx. 2000
dwellings) and 4.27 ha employment area subdivided by woodland areas.
11.11. Whilst this masterplan fulfils the requirement of the planning policy and does
represent a material consideration to the current proposal, future development
proposals in line with the master plan would be judged on their individual merits.
11.12. Officers acknowledge that future phases and major development may require
significant additional levels of investment in infrastructure to facilitate the
magnitude of development expected under the provisions of the policy and the
wider master plans for the site.
11.13. Officers emphasise the planning matters and infra structure requirements of the
current scheme should however be proportionate to the requirements of this
individual phase and meets the enabling requirements of the policy and is
compatible with the master plan expectations for the Derwent Forest site.
11.14. Under the criteria of any EIA, evidence is required to assess the merits of the
proposal site whilst alternatives sites or ‘do nothing’ options are also
considered. The Environmental Statement (ES) advises preliminary discussions
were undertaken with stakeholders (including 3 parishes), plus a public
consultation event as well as discussions with planning officers. In considering
alternative sites, the applicant attaches significant weight to policy S18 and its
associated objectives which undermines any alternative “do nothing “option. In
terms of the site itself, the residential estate design and layout has been
influenced by existing features, topography, landscaping appearance and
access.
11.15. Whilst officers would not normally support this scale of residential development
in a relatively isolated open countryside location, Policy S18 identifies that there
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are specific and justified exemption reasons for supporting the proposal,
(should members conclude that the proposal and enabling details meet the
requirements and ambitions set out in policy S18).
11.16. The physical merits of the proposal may be summarised as follows:
Housing, Layout and Design
11.17. The application was enhanced during the application from an outline to a
detailed encompassing all reserved matters: Access, layout, scale, appearance
and landscaping.
11.18. The layout comprises mixed dwelling types: 6x1 bed, 38 x 3 bed, 4 x 4 bed and
23 x 5 bedroomed properties. The house types include terraced, semi-detached
and detached houses. The houses are all two and three storey buildings and
are finished with natural stone/ silver larch timber cladding walls and standing
seam roofs, and adopt a similar design concept to that of the original approved
matters consent on phase one.
11.19. The housing density is considered acceptable reflecting it rural setting.
11.20. Half obscure glazing has been applied to first floor windows which overlook
neighbouring curtilages to safeguard amenity in compliance with Policy S32
(these are secured by conditions). The applicant has also submitted amended
plans to re-orientate some houses within their individual plots address the
layout (not the subject of consultation as there are no immediate neighbours).
The other respective interrelated plans eg affordable layout etc will be amended
to collate with these revisions.
11.21. With regard to Policy SA5 Housing Standards ALPP2, for developments of 10
units or more, 20% of the dwellings must be designed and constructed to meet
the requirements set out in optional Building Requirement M4(2) (i.e.in this
scheme of 71 dwellings a minimum of 14 units) (or any national equivalent
standard should these regulations be subsequently reviewed). All residential
developments over 30 units must ensure that 5% of the total units (i.e. 3 units)
(across both market and affordable dwellings) should be designed and
constructed to meet optional Building Requirement M4 (3) ensuring that the
dwellings are wheelchair adaptable.
11.22. In both cases, the Council will take a flexible approach to these policy
requirements where the applicant can clearly demonstrate that:
a) It is not practically achievable due to the physical characteristics of the site;
or
b) It would significantly harm the financial viability of the scheme; or
c) Site specific factors mean that step-free access to the dwelling cannot be
achieved. Verification was sought on the compliance of the house types
proposed.
11.23. The applicant has confirmed House type B (38 units) is compliant with Building
regulations M4 (2) (lifetime homes) thus complying with the 20% threshold
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required under Policy SA5 of part 2 of ALPP2. Whilst 2 units in the House type
D block are Building Regulation M4 (3) compliant and the applicant has
requested these be reserved under condition.
11.24. The site is served via a solitary access of the C classified road between Gt
Broughton and Broughton Moor which does not benefit any speed restriction.
11.25. The site has been purposely physically divorced from phase 1 due its dividing
shallow ridge topography, which will be kept as an area of public open space.
However there will be connectivity through public footpaths and this phase
represents part of one of three main areas of clusters of housing development
within the masterplan concept with subsequent future connections as part of the
submission.
11.26. The Cumbria Constabulary had initial raised concerns on the layout referring to
secure by design issues. As a consequence the layout was amended seeking
to address these concerns. No follow up response has been received following
re-consultation.
Affordable Housing
11.27. Policy SA3 of ALPP2 seeks provision of affordable housing with a 20%
proportion of the proposed housing, with a 50/50 split in its tenure between low
cost and social rent. Given the timescale of the application the recently
introduced guidance re first class homes is not applicable to this proposal.
11.28. The initial scheme with a viability statement had a smaller percentage of
affordable homes than that required under Policy SA3, but this was
subsequently amended to meet the required 20% affordable homes and
comprises 14 homes for low cost home ownership. It comprises 6 apartments
for over 55’s with the remaining units being 3 and 4 bedroomed properties. In
terms of tenure, in discussions with the councils housing officer the advice was
that the scheme should be 100% low cost (affordable home ownership) on the
basis of the rural location of the site. They also expressed a preference two bed
apartments
11.29. On balance given the overall wider benefits of the scheme the housing
department accepted the affordable low cost ownership homes proposal
(including the alternative submitted 1 bed units) given the potential viability
considerations associated with social rent.
Highways
11.30. Policy S22 refers to transport principles. The proposal addresses traffic
implications of the proposal, with a supporting section of the ES referring to
traffic and transport. This document evaluated the existing highway network,
collision history (past 3 years), walking and cycling routes including the C2C
National Cycling Route (71) which traverses along the southern boundary of the
depot site and public transport (nearest stops in Gt Broughton No.68) bus
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between Cockermouth and Maryport, which operates 5 services per weekday
and 3 on Saturday.
11.31. It suggests the site incorporates walkways/ cycling with a footpath connection
required on Moor Road.
11.32. It considers the effects from construction are minor adverse but the works are
short term i.e. only temporary. These can be mitigated by the adoption of a
CEMP. In reference to operational use, it accounted for the completion of the
approved estate to demonstrate greatest impact. The junctions are not required
to be assessed following discussions with the County highway authority. Traffic
surveys were undertaken and account taken for the cumulative development
with the neighbouring estate under construction. The development was
considered to generate 34 trips in the AM peak hour and 30 in the PM peak
hour, with 60% to the north and 40% to the south. This resulted in a 12.7%
increase in traffic flow in the Am peak hour and average 11.4% in the PM peak
hour. The magnitude of change was therefore considered low in terms of:
severance, driver delay, pedestrian delay, pedestrian amenity, fear and
intimidation and accidents and safety. Moor Road is considered a low sensitivity
receptor and the effects of these criteria would be minor adverse. The proposed
additional footway would be moderate beneficial.
11.33. The report concludes the construction traffic effects would be adverse but
relatively short term and temporary. With a CEMP there will be no significant
residual effects during construction. Operationally the proposal will generate
traffic but the impact is low with no mitigation required with additional benefits
from the footpath.
11.34. The layout single access and its associated visibility splays are acceptable to
the highway authority. Albeit officers questioned the rationale of the traffic
assessments, suggestion that traffic will primarily go via the northern Seaton
highway network. The highway authority, irrespective of the footpath provisions
within Gt Broughton village, consider the scale of development is acceptable,
but will require reassessment as part of any future development proposals. The
applicant in response to representations on construction traffic amended the
scheme to adopt a bespoke construction transport corridor link from the SeatonBroughton Moor highway. This will assist in reducing heavy traffic movements
within the nearest villages during the construction period of the estate.
11.35. However fundamentally criteria’s c) and d) of Policy S18 emphasises the need
of sustainability with the need of good connectivity and communication links not
only for the development itself but as part of the wider area enabling benefits of
the site for the local communities.
11.36. As part of this, the merits of masterplans scheme to extend the existing C2C
corridor which presently traverses along the RNAD disused railway line was
examined (The line presently diverts from this corridor to link to the CamertonGt Broughton riverside highway route). It was considered its extension to the
development site with an additional C2C spur to link to the public highway south
of the perimeter of Phase 1 of the development would deliver a sustainable
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transport mode of connectivity to Workington plus enhance the recreational use
of this established national route for local residents.
11.37. Officers therefore consider the inclusion of this additional beneficial enabling
piece of transport connectivity infrastructure under the s106 meets the policy
requirements of the Policy S18.
11.38. Members at the last meeting sought the details of the recommended
Construction Traffic Management Plan condition, which outlined a range of
criteria. The reason for this condition is to ensure the works do not adversely
impact upon the fabric or operation of the local highway network and in the
interests of highway and pedestrian safety. These details have been combined
and submitted as part of the Construction Environmental Management Plan. It
advises:
(i) No crossing of verges due to the use of an existing access.
(ii) A plan is provided for the parking, manoeuvring and loading/unloading of
vehicles on the site
(iii) Cleaning of roads in accordance with a site management plan, with
mechanical road sweeping to a suitable standard to be free of debris with a
safe and clean access, albeit this may need to be increased when earthworks
or weather conditions permit .Wheel washing facilities will be provided at the
site entrance to Seaton Rd
(iv) All vehicles carrying dusty materials will be sheeted and on site speed limits
enforced
(v) In reference to vehicle traffic routing the access will be via Seaton Road
using a macadam surface until a two way system (plan provided). During
construction there will be no crossing of rights of way. As and when necessary
a banksman will be provided for large vehicles crossing over the public highway
at the entrance on Seaton Rd – no temporary access points are required during
construction
(vi) Adoption of the approaches in CIRIA C532 control of waters to manage
surface water. Surface water will be managed including measures e.g. silt traps
to avoid water run-off and silt gaining access to any watercourse. Silt
management will be in place and maintained by the developer to avoid any
ingress into the watercourse causing any blockages.
11.39. The highway authority accepts the submitted highway traffic management plan
details, subject to verification on the school drop off/collection timescales and
clarity on the road clearing details. The outstanding matter of the compound to
ensure the provision of parking, turning, loading and unloading details is to be
conditioned.
11.40. Officers in the light of the highway authorities comments consider these details
which were initially recommended to be conditioned are acceptable. It is
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considered the matter relating to potential water pollution e.g. silt traps can be
secured through the nature conservation conditions.
11.41. Furthermore, during the last panel meeting is was highlighted that a late volume
of submitted representations had been submitted from the equestrian
community seeking the proposed C2C link extension under the s106 be
multiuser and not confined to pedestrian/cyclist use.
11.42. The applicant has confirmed that the extended route to be multiuser including
horse riders. Clarification was sought by officers on this matter with the highway
authority. Whilst they do not oppose the principle of this concept they have
indicated there may potentially be legal issues relating to this depending on
land ownership. These are more legal rather than planning considerations.
11.43. Officers in judging the merits of the submission, especially in the absence of
any highway objection similarly do not oppose the principle of the alternative
multiuse of the C2C extended corridor as it assists in meeting the policy drivers
and objectives of Policy S18. The details of this route including surfacing can be
secured under the s106.
Contamination
11.44. Policy S30 specifies the beneficial merits of reusing previously developed land,
subject to ensuring sufficient evidence is demonstrated to ensure there are no
potential contamination risks. This subject represented the other primary
objective on the site due to the historic legacy of the past. The site has a
complex layout of buildings and infrastructure deriving from its long historic past
which include a range of military buildings and mine entries relating to the
operations and activities at the site.
11.45. The application is supported by detailed Geo Environmental ground condition
report, heritage documentation on the history/ archaeological value of the site
and a coal mining report.
11.46. Furthermore the Environmental Statement concluded that the receptors of
current and adjacent users, secondary Aquifer, adjacent watercourse and
existing buildings were medium in their sensitivity with low sensitivity attributed
to a secondary aquifer and flora and fauna. Mitigation during construction can
be secured via a CEMP.
11.47. Moderate significant adverse effects would be experienced during construction
by adjacent properties, construction workers and infiltration/ migration of
contamination to aquifer/ watercourses, with major significant adverse effects
from land stability impacts. These can be mitigated against through working
practices, safety equipment/capping of the shaft and stabilisation.
11.48. In reference to the operational use, major significant adverse effects could arise
from ground /gas vapour, land stability issues, but these can be mitigated by
gas monitoring prior to development, stabilisation of the mineshaft.
(conditioned).
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11.49. The Coal Authority report identified one known mineshaft “Rushton “ on the site
itself, therefore the coal mining legacy of the site is high, with the risk of
collapse of the mine workings or the mineshaft or the migration of gases. To
mitigate this there will be more research on in abandonment plans and intrusive
mine investigation which may involve stabilisation-grouting of workings/
stabilisation of the shaft. Mitigation measures may also be required to protect
buildings from any mine gas. (conditioned)
11.50. It is important to note there are no objections from the respective stakeholders
to the scheme including: MoD, Coal Authority, Environmental health officer and
the Environment Agency.
11.51. As part of the s106 obligations objectives to extend the C2C route it was
acknowledged that there was a section of the disused lines corridor near a
loading platform where the extent of contamination is unknown. The treatment
and expense of remediating this section of the route is unknown and may have
potential viability issues. Therefore initially the intent to alternatively divert the
route on the C2C link along the surfaced internal road within the site which runs
parallel with the disused line until this can be established. If no significant levels
of contamination are identified the development can route to divert the line back
to the route of the railway line.
11.52. In addressing the objectives of Policy S18 the applicant has under the s106
volunteered to remove and clear all the redundant depot buildings, (some of
which are falling into disrepair and include asbestos in their materials) south of
the line of the proposed C2C route. The existing perimeter fence south of this
alignment will be removed and reinstated along the northern side of the new
cycleway route to safeguard any contaminated land on the remaining section of
the site. Albeit acknowledging this possibly may represent one of the lesser
contaminated sections of the site and already being used for agriculture,
spatially it represents a significant proportion of the site which will be restored
and open back to beneficial uses. The scale of these works are considered
reasonable and proportional to the proposed development to ensure it remains
viable in its details i.e. a larger scale of restoration would potentially make the
scheme unviable. The issues relating to the remaining untreated sections of the
site could be examined as part of any future application for further development
at the wider site under Policy S18, hopefully progressing to the comprehensive
restoration of the entire site.
11.53. It is therefore considered these details are welcomed as part of the wider
community benefits of the development under Policy S18.
Landscaping
11.54. Policy S33 seeks to ensure future development is sympathetic with the
landscape which in reinforced under criteria e) of Policy S18 which seeks to
safeguards it features.
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11.55. The applications ES includes a detailed Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment. It outlined the key landscape features and characteristics of the
site. It identified its location within the sub type 5a Ridge and Valley category
and refers to the other surrounding landscape types. The site is located 6.2km
from the Lake District National Park designation with the Solway Coast 5km to
the north.
11.56. A supporting zone of visual impact was also provided to outline the extent of
views of the site from its surroundings and 8 viewpoints: Moor Road, Stockmoor
Hall, South Terrace, Soddy Gap PROW, West end of Brigham, Greysouthen,
Watch Hill (Allerdale Ramble) and Whin Fell.
11.57. In terms of landscape character the residual significance and nature of effect
were slight and negative (i.e. not significant). This was also applicable to most
of the chosen visual receptors with the exception of Stockmoor Hall which
would experience moderate and negative impacts (i.e. significant.)
11.58. The impact of its operational use (which clearly would be permanent), the
residual significance and nature of effects would be significant, moderate and
negative on the host landscape character type (5a Ridge and valleys) but not
significant for the remainder.
11.59. In reference to the visual receptors, significant residual significance and nature
of effects (moderate and negative) would be experienced from the viewpoints of
Stockmoor Hall, South Terrace and Soddy Gap PROW, with not significant
effects from the remainder. Impacts were chosen at a variety of distances to
ascertain the future visual impact of the development.
11.60. The assessment recommends for mitigation the use of appropriate design and
materials and finishes, use of landscaping (to be planted as early as practical)
Officers highlight that the site’s agricultural fields are largely open and visible to
public view from the public corridor traversing along the eastern perimeter of the
site. The site retains the trees along the corridor of the highway verge plus the
landscape/ historic value of the native boundary hedgerows which enclose the
site.
11.61. The LVIA emphasises that the main impacts will be at the local level, and that
such impacts diminish with the longer viewpoints. The application site is
concentrated on the northern slope of the ridge and its wider visual presence is
partially diminished by the existing neighbouring residential estate on Phase 1
which is located on the more exposed southern side of the slope.
11.62. The mitigation measures have gained greater weight through the enhancement
of the original outline application to a full application (thus the details of the
dwellings themselves are now for consideration as part of the submission).
Officers consider the submitted house types which adopt some design themes
from the neighbouring estate are acceptable. The scheme also comprises a
blend of existing and proposed landscape; incorporating areas retained as
public open space. This is complementary to a large scale woodland scheme.
Furthermore, the United Utilities tree fund as part of their recent pipeline
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infrastructure development seeks to provide a tree planting scheme to enhance
the landscape value of the easterly section of the site and enhance the amenity
value of the new cycleway transport corridors.
11.63. A supporting tree report was provided with the submission which identified that
the trees that have a moderate to low landscape amenity value. There is a
group of trees (G4) which contribute to the streetscape of Moor Road which will
be retained other than those removed to secure the access visibility site lines.
11.64. The sites hedgerows are of moderate value but have not been maintained for
many years and should where feasible be retained and enhanced as part of the
development.
11.65. All trees are low category C quality with a single tree (T7) which should be
removed for safety reasons. The development will result in the loss of the G2
group for regrading work. The landscape details are therefore considered
acceptable. Details of protection measures for the retained trees RPA (e.g.
heavy vehicle movements should be secured).
11.66. Overall under the context of the policy S18, given the sites character and
features it would be difficult to achieve a means of development which could be
comprehensively screened and it is accepted that consequently the appearance
of the site will change. Therefore on balance, especially given the wider benefits
of the development as a means of enabling development which enhance the
bigger site through the removal of the redundant buildings, the merits of the
landscaping scheme are acceptable.
Education
11.67. The applicant is agreeable in principle to the principle of a commuted sum
education contribution to support the local education infrastructure in
accommodating the additional demand arising from the proposed development.
11.68. The contribution sought by CCC for the education contribution represented a
significant sum, which had viability issues for the development. Additional
discussions were undertaken with Broughton Academy who challenged the
scale of the sum for their establishment. Officers also observed that educational
contribution costs were increased at the primary education level by virtue of the
additional transport costs to Broughton Moor especially as unlike Gt Broughton
there is no footpath link. Officers also challenged the sum requested for
Cockermouth School as capacity exists at Maryport Academy which is nearer
but would still incur transport costs.
11.69. The applicant in response and following negotiation offered an alternative
primary education contribution offer of £250k for a new classroom at Broughton
Academy enabling the expansion but averting transport costs and the sum of
£71,250 for secondary transport costs to Maryport (matching the similar
distanced sum required for Cockermouth.). The County have confirmed these
details and the timing of their submission are acceptable (with an administration
cost) under a s106.
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Nature Conservation.
11.70. Policy S35 outlies the criteria for biodiversity and nature conservation.
11.71. The application is supported by an ecological survey to assess the nature
conservation of the site. Whilst the majority of the site has limited value, it was
recognised there may be value associated with the watercourse which
traverses along the northern perimeter of the site, especially given the recorded
protected species elsewhere on the RNAD site including Greater Crested newt
colonies which may migrate along the corridor.
11.72. The nature conservation report evaluated the impacts concluding no significant
impacts on Water vole or badgers and Otter may only use it for commuting up
the watercourse. No water vole observed but possible habitat identified. No
confirmed loss of Barn owl nests on the site itself as part of the development,
but possibly in MAG63 (but recommend precautionary survey prior to any
works). Potential bat foraging requires sympathetic treatment of hedgerows and
lighting to safeguard these details (i.e the landscaping treatment could enhance
habitat)
11.73. Supporting bat roost assessment, badger surveys. Presence of bats were
identified in the single building to be demolished on the site. The bat survey
outlines a range of mitigation measures. Whilst the bat survey did identify other
roosting sites these were outside the confines of the current application
11.74. The Habitats Regulations transpose prohibitions against activities affecting
European Protected Species – in this case, bats. The Directive provides for the
derogation from these prohibitions for specified reasons and providing certain
conditions are met. These are referred to as the three derogation tests applied
by Natural England at licensing stage. Standing Advice indicates that where it is
likely that one of the prohibitions of the regulations is offended, it is necessary
for the LPA to consider the likelihood of a licence being granted as the planning
application stage and therefore the three tests. The three tests are: There are
imperative reasons of overriding public interest or for public health and safety;
there is no satisfactory alternative; and a favourable conservation status of the
species is maintained.
11.75. In considering the three tests:





Public Interest - The redevelopment of the application site to contribute
towards the remediation of the site is considered to be in the public
interest.
Alternatives - Whilst there are potentially alternative housing sites these
would not achieve the objectives of restoring this brownfield site. Also if
left the buildings could further deteriorate in their condition and
appearance in an open countryside setting. The Policy S18 supports the
principle of the development at the site.
Conservation Status - Given that the proposal will result in the potential
destruction of bat roosts, there will be some impact on the conservation
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status. Impacts can be mitigated to a large extent through the application
of appropriate conditions.
11.76. As such, it is considered the conservation status would be maintained. On the
basis of the information available, it is considered likely that a license would be
forthcoming from Natural England. The proposal is considered to be largely
acceptable in relation to ecological interests, subject to mitigation measures and
further surveying which can be secured via condition in line with Policy S35 of
the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
11.77. No other habitats were identified on the site itself but there was evidence of bat/
badger/ barn owl activity in the wider area. An additional Greater Crested Newt
survey did identify this species habitat at two different waterbodies (plus smooth
newt, common toad and frog) and recommend a species protection plan will be
required to reflect current adopted practices. Some of the larger surveys for the
wider site are considered out of date and therefore any future remediation
works to the redundant buildings should similarly be the subject of a
precautionary survey for bat/ barn owl habitat prior to their demolition.
11.78. The council commissioned a peer ecological appraisal of the applicant’s
evidence including the Greater Crested Newt survey (GCN). The report
concludes the semi improved grassland, their species is not notable and none
of them are of local, regional or national importance for their grassland.
11.79. In reference to the GCN surveys a Suds system should be required to ensure
high quality discharge into the known GCN breeding site. A specific GCN
mitigation plan condition should be applied to improve habitat opportunities
along the northern corridor outside the built development areas (including an
Environmental Method Statement (a license for these details will be required
from Natural England).
11.80. Further to the last panel meeting the applicant anticipates the imminent
submission of a Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) for the proposed
development. The views of Natural England on this document will be reported
at the meeting.
11.81. Subject to no objections from Natural England to this HRA, it is considered the
nature conservation merits of the scheme are acceptable and indeed could be
enhanced through the additional planting programme.
Flood Risk and Surface water drainage
11.82. Policy S29 outlines the considerations in assessing flood risk and surface water
drainage.
11.83. The submitted application was supported by a flood risk assessment. It outlined
that the vast majority of the site was located within Flood zone 1 (no sequential
test required), however there is a narrow strip of flood zone 2 along the route of
the watercourse (Flamiggs Gill) along the northern boundary of the site. The
development has been sited outside this area. The land is not suitable for
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infiltration. The surface water drainage has been attenuated and the LLFA, who
are aware of the photographic/ objection evidence relating to flood water raise
no objections subject to planning conditions.
11.84. The surface water drainage details propose to discharge into the watercourse of
the site with an attenuation pond along its corridor. The LLFA raise no
objections to these details subject to planning conditions.
11.85. The means of foul drainage will be via a pumping station, which will pump it to
the recently constructed pumping station on the neighbouring estate.
11.86. The merits of the proposal are therefore considered acceptable with no impact
on the development or the displacement of surface water to other sites in
compliance with Policy S29 of ALPP1.
Residential Amenity
11.87. Policy S32 seeks to endure development does not result in any significant loss
of amenity. The proposal represents a major development and therefore has
the potential for residential disturbance during its construction. The nearest
residential property is Stockmoor Hall which is sited at an elevated location
approx. 260m to the NE of the site.
11.88. A brief noise statement was provided to the application advising the site is
within a quiet location with no significant noise sources in close proximity.
Under current noise guidance it is considered there is a negligible risk of future
residents experiencing adverse effects for existing sources of noise, therefore a
detailed assessment is not required.
11.89. Given this separation distance officers consider there will be no significant loss
of amenity subject to the adoption of a construction management plan
(including the adoption of the construction haul route which will reduce heavy
traffic movements through the nearby villages).
11.90. Members in considering the application at the last panel sought details of the
proposed recommended condition Construction Environment Management
plan.
11.91. This document reflecting the criteria of the CEMP condition has been submitted
as a combined document with the traffic management details. It advises in
terms of the environmental matters:
(i) There should be no works which would create excessive vibration/noise with
site management notifying what is planned to be undertaken and its timescales.
All plant machinery is fitted with industry standard silencers-equipment will be
turned off when not in use. In the event of operation vibrations, measurement
will be undertaken in accordance with BS5528.
(ii) The proposed construction compound will be enclosed with harras style/
close board fencing with lockable gates. Sole means of access will be internal
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with warning signs on the fencing. Prior to commencing works which will create
excessive noise the nearby residential properties will be notified.
(iii) Details of the name of the developer, their address and contact number will
be displayed on the site throughout the phase of construction works. A
response will be provided to any written complaint within 7 days. Details will
also be available through the Derwent Forest Community Engagement Group.
(iv) Dust will be damped down in dry conditions with the siting of soils and
materials away from residential receptors (accounting for prevailing wind), plus
windbreak netting around stockpiles and loading/unloading areas with
completed earthworks covered as soon as possible. Construction works will be
carried out to limit emissions to the air, employing best practical means, with
vehicles carrying dusty materials being fully sheeted and compliant with onsite
speed limits.
(v) The timescale for demolition works is 30 months, with hours of
working/deliveries being 8am -6pm Mon day to Friday and 9am to 1pm
Saturday with no works on Sunday or bank holidays.
(vi) Lighting on site will not be required until the estate road is commissionable.
11.92. Highway signage and routes have been submitted showing an internal access
from the northern side of the site via the Seaton- Broughton Moor highway with
traffic via Seaton (TBC)
11.93. The Environmental health officer has confirmed these additional details are
acceptable.
Archaeological
11.94. Policy S27 seeks to safeguard heritage assets. The application is supported by
an Archaeological desk based assessment and walk over survey for the whole
depot site. It highlighted the cultural heritage interest, referring to 4 categories
of: The RNAD landuse (no further documentation required); Collieries (no
further records required); Medieval to post medieval ridge an furrow (evidence
no further work required) and Medieval field system (extensively damaged by
the depot landuse) and Pre- historic and Romano-British Architecture (only one
possible site).
11.95. Albeit not listed the remains of the redundant military sheds and their
interconnecting miniature railway infrastructure constitute a standing legacy to
the long term historic military use of the site which is of particular local
significance (especially given the former accident at the site during the war
which resulted in fatalities). An additional detailed historic building report was
submitted in support of the application providing a detailed historical
background to the site and its operations.
11.96. Whilst the removal of the shed on the site itself, plus those under the s106 is
considered essential given their existing environmental hazards and derelict
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condition in the landscape, supporting the reopening of this section of land for
agriculture, the historic value should be recorded as recommended by the
County Archaeologist response. The buildings surrounding mounds will be
retained to retain this element of its historic identity.
Cumulative Impacts
11.97. The ES document also examined cumulative impacts and any in combination
effects. Other identified development within locality included the neighbouring
housing estate approved under 2/2014/0858 (ongoing), the site of the current
pending application (FUL/2020/0047) (likely similar time of construction) and the
future development aspects to be pursued on the remainder of the Derwent
Forest site under Policy S18 of the ALPP1 (no anticipated overlap but may be
cumulative during construction/ operational phases).The key topics were:
11.98. Ecology - Non significant concerning construction as this is already ongoing,
with low impact subject to speed limiting features but highlight the dividing open
space between the two estates. In the context of the wider site, with identified
bat activity at the visitor centre site. Any impact on vegetation is being offset by
green network provision across the site (positive cumulative impact) which
could be supplemented by wildflower habitat, nest boxes with no significant
impact surveys for the whole site were undertaken for bats/barn owls. The GCN
species are known within ponds across the masterplan site (County value).
There is limited vegetation materials at the visitor centre and through the
landscaping there will be net biodiversity i.e. positive impact on the GCN
population. This aspect is similarly applicable to reptiles with the positive offset
of planting, plus mitigation the effects on reptiles are considered non-significant.
In addition the adoption of the same criteria is also applicable to birds.
11.99. Landscape - The development in conjunction with the existing approved estate
will potentially intensify the landscape and visual effects. However this will be
lessened by proposed clusters of trees to the south-east boundary. Any
combined impact with the visitor centre is diminished by virtue of the distance
between the two sites with only the visitor centre tower being a landmark
(however since reduced in height) the remainder of the site is unknown but is
likely to have the potential to substantially alter the landscape and its visual
appearance.
11.100.
Ground conditions - Potential contamination issues during the construction
phase and operational phases. However there would be beneficial long term
beneficial impacts from the remediation of the site addressing the land stability
and any contamination.
11.101.

Design - No cumulative impacts identified.

11.102.
Construction - Potential for pathways of disturbance for neighbouring land
uses but can be mitigated e.g. CEMP. Potential for infiltration of the site and
migration of water to the aquifer below e.g. drainage trenches. Removal of
contamination may be mitigated through the removal of contaminants under a
CEMP.
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11.103.
Transport - Cumulative impacts were evaluated with the neighbouring
estate and visitor centre under the traffic evidence. The impacts of other areas
of the masterplan are unknown and are therefore inaccurate at this stage. Any
future proposal will need to be supported by a detailed Transport Assessment,
Travel plan and comprehensive strategy for improvements to the wider highway
infrastructure.
11.104.
In combination effects were also examined with their findings in their topic
chapters. (Construction, Transport, Pollution, Lighting, Landscape - minor
adverse impacts; Visual effects - moderate adverse; and Socio economic minor beneficial.)
11.105.
Operation, Socio economic, Population, Housing units, Open space slight beneficial,
11.106.

Traffic - Slight adverse.

11.107.
Noise (site), Drainage, Flooding and Air quality - negligible with minor
adverse for off-site traffic.
11.108.
Officers therefore consider there is no significant cumulative impacts
associated with the existing/ pending development. Any such cumulative
impacts with any additional development can be assessed on their individual
merits as part of any future application for additional phases for the
development
Local Financial Considerations
12.1.

Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act. There are
matters regarding the New Homes Bonus Scheme and Council Tax Revenue
for the Council. This has carried no weight in the determination.
Conclusions

13.1.

Officers highlight the importance of Policy S18 which is fundamental to the
principle of this proposal in its open countryside setting. The proposal
represents one of the early stages of redeveloping this vast brownfield site.
Whilst the applicant has delivered a high level masterplan for the overall
scheme, the merits of the submission should relate to and be proportionate to
this individual site. The policy does incorporate the likelihood of residential
development acting as part of any future mix of landuses to enable the viable
restoration of the site and provide community benefits. Officers consider that in
the light of the measures of the s106 obligation benefits, the merits of the
scheme is acceptable and therefore the principle of the development may be
supported.

13.2

The detailed supporting Environmental Statement has been examined in detail
with regard to the multitude of planning considerations. Further consultation is
required for these separate respective regulations. It is considered that these
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have been addressed or matters can be safeguarded via condition. The merits
of the proposal are therefore considered acceptable in accordance with the
councils adopted local plan policies.
RECOMMENDATION
GRANT subject to No Objections from Natural England to an Assessment under
the habitats regulations and s106 legal agreement and no additional adverse
comments arising from any reconsultation under the Environmental Impact
Assessment regulations to secure:
(i)

Provision - 20% local affordable home ownership (14 dwellings) as shown
on the Affordable Housing Plan A2A.19.867_923 Rev A.

(ii)

Type -The following local affordable home ownership details are provided:
6 nos. 1 bedroom apartments provided as affordable housing for over 55,
with the remaining 8 nos. being family housing comprising 6x type D (1bedroom apts); 1x house type B (5-bedroom); 2x house type A (3bedroom); 5x house type E (3-bedroom).

(iii)

Tenure - The affordable housing should be 100% low cost (discounted
sale). Officers suggested this preference due to the rural location of the
site. DFDC have accepted the proposed position.

(iv)

Extension of the C2C link across the site for multi user purposes- Details
(including its future management) shall be approved prior to
commencement of works. The C2C corridor shall be safeguarded until
remediation of Phase 1 of the C2C route is complete; Completion of phase
1 of the C2C route shall be delivered prior to occupation of the first house
and shall be used for or be kept available for these purposes at all times
following its completion; The Phase 2 link to the C2C to/from the estate,
shall be complete prior to the occupation of the 15th dwelling. (The
applicant has confirmed that he seeks this route to be multiuser including
horse riders)

(v)

Prior to the commencement of works, a remediation scheme shall be
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority. The proposal
shall include details of : the clean-up, remediation and enclosure of the
extended C2C route and the demolition ,removal and remediation of
MAG63 and MAG 64 prior to the occupation of the first dwellinghouse, the
clean-up remediation and enclosure of the route of the C2C link to the
estate prior to the occupation of the fifteenth dwelling and the programme
for the demolition , removal and remediation of land of all the former MoD
buildings/structures south of the extended C2C corridor route prior to the
occupation of the fiftieth dwelling or 30th month from the
decision(whichever is the sooner of the two) This shall include the
satisfactory removal of any asbestos materials , plus any supplementary
pre demolition ecology surveys of the sheds to be demolished.
(vi)

The submission of a commuted Education sum contribution of:
£250,000 (10% prior to commencement and 90% upon the completion of the
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15th dwelling) towards improving education facilities at Broughton
Academy; £71,250 transport contribution towards costs for pupils at
Netherhall Academy, Maryport; and £6,888 towards administration for the
school transport provision.
(vii)

Public open space - Prior to development commencing, POS management
details shall be submitted and agreed, in order to deliver and secure a
management plan for 5.6ha of both formal and informal space including
the provision of a children’s play area.

(viii)

Should the section 106 not be completed within 6 months, the proposal be
delegated to the Head of Service, for refusal on the basis that those
measures necessary to make the development acceptable in policy terms
have not been secured through the necessary legal agreement.

Annex 1
CONDITIONS
Time Limit:
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.

In Accordance:
2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location Plan: A2A.867_901 rev H
*C2C Location Plan: A2.19.867_002 rev H
Site Layout: A2A.19.867_902 rev K
*Site Layout – Roof Plan: A2A.19.867_921 rev C
Layout Plan: A2A.19.867_903 rev E
Construction Traffic Routing (22/11/21)
C2C Cycle Route & Public Access, June 2021
*House Type A Plans: A2A.19.867_300 rev B*
*House Type A Elevations: A2A.19.867_301 rev B*
*House Type A Material Study: A2A.19.867_1000 rev A
*House Type B Plans: A2A.19.867_302 rev B
**House Type B Elevations: A2A.19.867_303 rev B*
*House Type B Material Study: A2A.19.867_1001 rev A
*House Type C Plans: A2A.19.867_304 rev A*
*House Type C Elevations: A2A.19.867_305 rev A*
*House Type C Material Study: A2A.19.867_1002 rev A
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•







*House Type D Plans: A2A.19.867_307 rev A*
*House Type D Elevations: A2A.19.867_306 rev A*
*House Type D Material Study: A2A.19.867_1003 rev A
*House Type E Plans: A2A.19.867_308 rev A*
*House Type E Elevations: A2A.19.867_309 rev A*
*House Type E Material Study: A2A.19.867_1004 rev A
*Interface Distances: A2A_19.867_922 rev A
Derwent Forest Strategic Masterplan Framework (November 2020),
prepared by A2A;
Statement of Community Involvement (Feb 2021), prepared by Tetra
Tech;
Road Safety Audit (26th March 2021), prepared by Tetra Tech;
Archaeological Works Written Scheme of Investigation, prepared by
NAA
Design and Access Statement, prepared by A2A,
Environmental Statement (Feb 2020), prepared by WYG;
Ecological Baseline Report Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Nov
2019), prepared by ITP Energised;
Preliminary Roost Assessment and Barn Owl Survey (Dec 2019),
prepared by ITP Energised;
Great Crested Newt Presence/Absence Survey Report (Feb 2020),
prepared by ITP Energised;
Badger Survey report (Dec 2019), prepared by ITP Energised;
Water Vole Survey Report (Nov, 2019), prepared by ITP Energised;
Geo-Environmental Desk Top Study & Preliminary Coal Mining Risk
Assessment (January 2020), prepared by WYG
Geo-Environmental Memorandum (June 2020), prepared by WYG;
Floor Risk and Drainage Assessment (January 2020), prepared by
WYG
Indicative Drainage Arrangement: A115081-SK003 P1;
Financial Viability Assessment, prepared by Aspinall Verde*;
C2C Cycle Route and Public Access document (June 2021), prepared
by A2A;
Derwent Forest Application Comments (June 2021), prepared by A2A
Affordable Housing A2A 19.867 923 Rev A
Interface Distances Rev B A2A.19.922 Rev B
Tree and Woodland survey by Westwood landscapes
Tree constraints plan by Westwood landscapes
Construction Environmental Management Plan 25/02/22
Amended e-mail/plan dated 25/02/22 re multiuser use of C2C
extension route

Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material
alterations to the scheme are properly considered.
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Pre-commencement conditions:
3.

No development shall commence within the site until the applicant has
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological work in
accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been
submitted by the applicant and approved by the Local Planning Authority.
This written scheme will include the following components:
A Level 1 Survey, as described by Historic England’s document
Understanding Historic Buildings A Guide to Good Recording
Practice 2016, of the existing building affected by the proposed
development;
ii) An archaeological evaluation;
iii) An archaeological recording programme the scope of which will be
dependent upon the results of the evaluation;
iv) Where significant archaeological remains are revealed by the
programme of archaeological work, there shall be carried out within
one year of the completion of that programme on site, or within such
timescale as otherwise agreed in writing by the LPA: a post
excavation assessment and analysis, preparation of a site archive
ready for deposition at a store approved by the LPA, completion of
an archive report, and submission of the results for publication in a
suitable journal.
Reasons: To afford reasonable opportunity for an examination to be made to
determine the existence of any remains of archaeological interest within the site
and for the preservation, examination or recording of such remains).
i)

4.

The carriageway, footways, footpaths, cycleways etc. shall be designed,
constructed, drained and lit to a standard suitable for adoption and in this
respect further details, including longitudinal/cross sections, (including
speed control measures and footpath connections to the existing footpath
network on the C2007 highway to Gt Broughton) shall be submitted to the
Local Planning Authority for approval before work commences on site. No
work shall be commenced until a full specification has been approved.
These details shall be in accordance with the standards laid down in the
current Cumbria Design Guide. Any works so approved shall be
constructed before the development is complete.
Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests of
highway safety and minimise the impact on local wildlife in accordance with
Policy S22 and S35 of the Allerdale local plan Part 1.

5.

The development shall not commence until visibility splays providing
clear visibility of 120 metres measured 2.4 metres down the centre of the
access road and the nearside channel line of the carriageway edge have
been provided at the junction of the access road with the county highway.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order
revoking and re-enacting that Order) relating to permitted development,
no structure, vehicle or object of any kind shall be erected, parked or
placed and no trees, bushes or other plants shall be planted or be
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permitted to grown within the visibility splay which obstruct the visibility
splays. The visibility splays shall be constructed before general
development of the site commences so that construction traffic is
safeguarded.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

6.

Prior to the commencement of works, details showing the provision within
the site for the parking, turning and loading and unloading of vehicles
visiting the site, including the provision of parking spaces for visitors,
shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval. The
development shall not be brought into use until any such details have
been approved and the parking, loading, unloading and manoeuvring
facilities constructed. The approved parking, loading, unloading and
manoeuvring areas shall be kept available for those purposes at all times
and shall not be used for any other purpose.
Reason: To ensure that vehicles can be properly and safely accommodated
clear of the highway.

7.

Details of new bus stops on the C2007 in the vicinity of the proposed site
access shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority prior to the
development being commenced. Any approved works shall be
implemented prior to the development being completed.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and environmental management.

8.

Development shall not commence until details of the proposed
retained areas for the compound’s vehicle parking, manoeuvring, loading
and unloading for their specific purpose during the development have
been submitted to and approved by the local planning authority. The
works shall be undertaken solely in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure the undertaking of the development does not adversely
impact upon the fabric or operation of the local highway network and in the
interests of highway and pedestrian safety.

9.

Prior to the commencement of any development, a surface water drainage
scheme, based on the hierarchy of drainage options in the National
Planning Practice Guidance with evidence of an assessment of the site
conditions (inclusive of how the scheme shall be managed after
completion) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The surface water drainage scheme must be in
accordance with the Non-Statutory Technical Standards for Sustainable
Drainage Systems (March 2015) or any subsequent replacement national
standards and unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, no surface water shall discharge to the public sewerage system
either directly or indirectly. The development shall be completed,
maintained and managed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to
manage the risk of flooding and pollution. This condition is imposed in light of
policies within the NPPF and NPPG.
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10.

The development shall solely be undertaken in accordance with the
approved Construction Environmental Management plan (CEMP) which
includes traffic management details dated 25/02/22.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and safeguarding the amenity of the
occupiers of neighbouring properties during the construction works of the
development hereby approved, in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policies S22 and S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1),
Adopted July 2014 and in the interests of highway safety.

11.

No development shall commence until
a) a scheme of intrusive investigations has been carried out on site to
establish the risk posed by the development by the recorded mine
entry shaft;
b) any remediation works and/or mitigation measures to address land
instability arising from the mine entry , as may be necessary , have
been implemented on site in full order to ensure that the site is safe
and stable for the development proposed.
The intrusive site investigations and remedial works shall be carried out
in accordance with authoritative UK guidance.
Reason: To ensure the satisfactory remediation of the existing mine entry of the
site in the interests of public safety and land stability

12.

No development shall take place until a detailed remediation scheme has
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The scheme must include an appraisal of remediation options,
identification of the preferred option(s), the proposed remediation
objectives and remediation criteria, and a description and programme of
the works to be undertaken including the verification plan.
Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from
any possible contamination from the development to the local environment
(including local watercourses and aquifers in compliance with the National
Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1),
Adopted July 2014.

13.

Should a remediation scheme be required under condition (12), the
approved strategy shall be implemented and a verification report
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority,
prior to the development (or relevant phase of development) being
brought into use.
Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from
any possible contamination from the development to the local environment in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

14.

No part of the development hereby permitted shall be commenced until a
plan has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority
to show all existing trees which are to be felled or retained, together with
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the positions and height of protective fences, the areas for the storage of
materials and stationing of machines and huts, and the position and width
of temporary site roads and accesses. The details so approved shall be
implemented prior to the commencement of the development and
maintained at all times during the construction period.
Reason: In order to ensure that adequate protection is afforded to the existing
trees on the site prior to any excavation/construction works on the site.
15.

Prior to the commencement of works a Biodiversity management plan
(including Construction management plan) shall be submitted to and
approved by the local planning authority. The plan shall include details on
the measures to be implemented during and after the course of
construction works at the site to safeguard the habitat of The Greater
crested newt species at or near the site in accordance with the principles
and recommendations of the Appendix 5.3 Greater crested Newt
presence/absence survey Feb 2020. The works shall be carried out solely
in accordance with the approved details and thereafter managed at all
times in accordance with the approved scheme.
Reason: In the interests of safeguarding local wildlife and biodiversity in
compliance with policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1).

16.

Prior to the commencement of works, details to demonstrate that 5% of
the overall scheme’s dwellings will be designed and constructed to meet
the standards set out in the optional Building requirement M4(3) (or any
equivalent standard shall be submitted to and approved by the local
planning authority). The works shall be implemented in accordance with
the approved details.
Reason: In order to comply with Policy SA5 of the Allerdale Local Plan Part 2.

17.

Prior to the commencement of works a Species Protection plan (SSP)
shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in
accordance with the mitigation measures outlined in section 5.5 & 5.8 of
Chapter 5 – Ecology of the Environmental Statement Volume 1. The SPP
shall detail measures to safeguard protected species known to be in the
area and will include for preconstruction surveys for protected
species (complementing the seasonality of the construction start date) as
well as ensuring the use of the best practice measures during all
construction activities (including badgers). The SPP will describe the
process to be followed in the case that new protected species are
recorded on site that would need to be protected during
construction works as well as ensuring the implementation of effective
toolbox tasks to raise awareness to site personnel to sensitive ecological
receptors on site.
Reason In the interests of protecting any protected species at the site in
compliance with policy S35 of the Allerdale local plan (Part 1)

Post-commencement/Pre use commencing conditions:
18.

The drainage for the development hereby approved, shall be carried out in
accordance with principles set out in the submitted Indicative Drainage
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Layout, ref: A115081-21-C-SK003 Revision P1, dated Dec 2019 proposing
surface water discharging into watercourse. No surface water will be
permitted to drain directly or indirectly into the public sewer. Any
variation to the discharge of foul shall be agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority prior to the commencement of the development. The
development shall be completed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory form of development and to prevent an undue
increase in surface water run-off and to reduce the risk of flooding.
19.

Prior to occupation of the development a sustainable drainage
management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development
shall be submitted to the local planning authority and agreed in writing.
The sustainable drainage management and maintenance plan shall
include as a minimum:
a. Arrangements for adoption by an appropriate public body or statutory
undertaker, or, management and maintenance by a resident’s
management company; and
b. Arrangements for inspection and ongoing maintenance of all elements
of the sustainable drainage system to secure the operation of the
surface water drainage scheme throughout its lifetime. The
development shall subsequently be completed, maintained and
managed in accordance with the approved plan.
Reason: To ensure that management arrangements are in place for the
sustainable drainage system in order to manage the risk of flooding and
pollution during the lifetime of the development.

20.

No part of the development hereby permitted shall be constructed above
ground floor level until details of all external and roofing materials have
been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. Only the
materials so approved shall be used in the development as approved.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development for the external
appearance of the approved scheme which is compatible with the character of
the surrounding area, in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy DM14 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July
2014.

21.

Details of the siting, height and type of all means of enclosure/screen
walls/fences/other means of enclosure shall be submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority prior to the occupation of any
dwelling(s). Any such walls/fences etc. shall be constructed prior to the
approved building being brought into use/occupied. All means of
enclosure so constructed shall be retained and no part thereof shall be
removed without the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is compatible
with the character of the surrounding area and safeguard the amenity of
neighbouring properties.

22.

No part of the development hereby permitted shall be built above ground
floor level until there has been submitted to and approved by the Local
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Planning Authority a scheme of hard and soft landscaping which shall
include indications of all existing trees and shrubs on the site, and details
of any to be retained, together with measures for the protection in the
course of development. All planting, seeding or turfing comprised within
the scheme shall be carried out in the first planting season following
completion of the development and any trees or plants which within a
period of 5 years from the completion of the development die, are
removed or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in
the next planting season with other similar size and species, unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise
the impact of the development in the locality.
23.

A landscaping management plan including long term design objectives,
management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all
landscape areas, other than small privately owned domestic gardens,
shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority prior
to the occupation of any dwellinghouse or any piece of the development,
whichever is the sooner, for its permitted use. The development shall
thereafter be maintained at all times in accordance with the approved
management plan.
Reason: To ensure the long term maintenance and management of public open
space within the residential estate.

24.

The demolition works of existing building (MAG64) within the application
site shall be implemented solely in accordance with the recommendations
mitigation measures (including further presence surveys) outlined in
Annex A of the Appendix 5.2 preliminary Roost Assessment and Barn owl
survey.
Reason: To safeguard the habitat of bats in compliance with the National
Planning Policy Framework, Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1),
Adopted July 2014.

25.

Prior to the occupation of the development, or it being taken into
beneficial use, a signed statement or declaration prepared by a suitably
competent person confirming that the site is, or has been made safe and
is stable for the approved development shall be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority for approval in writing. This document shall confirm
the methods and findings of the intrusive site investigations and the
completion of any remedial works and /or mitigation necessary to address
the risks posed.
Reason: To ensure the satisfactory remediation of the existing min entry of the
site in the interests of public safety and land stability.

26.

In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be
reported immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the
part of the site affected must be halted and a risk assessment carried out
and submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
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Where unacceptable risks are found remediation and verification schemes
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. These shall be implemented prior to the development (or
relevant phase of development) being brought into use. All works shall be
undertaken in accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted
July 2014.
27.

Notwithstanding the submitted details, all first floor side elevation
windows shall be installed with obscure glazing for House types A, B, C
and E prior to the occupation of each respective dwellinghouse, and
retained at all times for the lifetime of the development unless agreed in
writing with the local planning authority.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of neighbouring properties in compliance
with Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1).

28.

Prior to the first occupation of each dwelling, details for that dwelling
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority of either:a)

Evidence that the applicant will provide onsite access to broadband
infrastructure providers during the construction process to allow the
providers to install the necessary broadband infrastructure; or

b)

Evidence, following contact with broadband infrastructure providers,
that it is not practicably or viably possible to install broadband
infrastructure to achieve superfast (as defined by Government
standards) fibre broadband connectivity.
Reason: To seek to secure sustainable superfast (as defined by Government
standards) fibre broadband connectivity in accordance with Policy SA33 of the
Allerdale Local Plan Part 2.
.
Advisory Note

ENW response
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Agenda Item 6
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application WTPO/2021/0027
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:
Applicant:
Proposal:

OUT/2021/0024
23/09/2021
Land to the rear of Thorndykes, Hayton, Aspatria,
Wigton, CA7 2PD
M Dixon
Resubmission of application OUT/2020/0016 for the
outline application for one local occupancy dwelling
with access and landscaping

RECOMMENDATION
That the application is refused.
1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

The proposal site it situated within the
village of Hayton which is specified in the
Local Plan (part 1) as an infill/rounding off
village. Part 2 of the Local Plan omits any
settlement limits for the village. The merits
of the principle of the development
therefore fundamentally relate to whether,
physically, the plot itself constitutes an infill
or rounding off plot. It is the opinion of
officers that this site does not fall into this
category.
The proposal is therefore considered
contrary to Policy S3 of the Allerdale Local
Plan.

Highways

Cumbria Highways have raised no
objections to the proposal subject to
conditions relating to visibility splays and
construction and drainage specification
details for the access area. The proposal
is therefore considered acceptable in
terms of highway considerations.

Amenity

It is considered that the development site
is of significant distance to neighbouring
properties to overcome any potential
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amenity issues and any amenity issues
would be addressed as part of any future
reserved matters application.
Heritage

The site falls just outside of the Hayton
Conservation Area, however the access
road is within. The application site is
located within Hadrian’s Wall World
Heritage Site Buffer Zone and is also
adjacent to a Listed Building (The Chapel)
directly to the right of the access track.
It is considered that a development of one
residential dwelling could be achieved
without resulting in detriment to the above
assets.

Drainage

A drainage report has been submitted with
the application which are considered
satisfactory for the development

2.

Introduction

2.1.

The application has been called in by Cllr Lister to be considered by the
Development Panel

3.

Proposal

3.1

The application seeks outline planning permission for one local occupancy
dwelling with access and landscaping to be considered.

3.1.

The details for consideration are:Applcation form dated 23.09.2021
Dwg No TD.01a – Location Plan
Dwg No PB2 – Block Plan
Outline Drainage Design dated 31.07.2020

4.

Site

4.1

The proposal site is situated within the village of Hayton which consists of
residential development to either side of the highway through the village. To the
North of the site is agricultural fields. It is just outside the designated
Conservation Area however the proposed access to the site is within.

4.2

The application seeks outline planning permission for the erection of one local
occupancy dwelling with access and landscaping to be considered. The
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application is supported by an indicative block plan which demonstrates how a
dwelling could be sited and also shows the proposed landscaping.
4.3

The access to the site is an existing agricultural track. The site is presently used
as a field for grazing livestock.

5.

Relevant Planning History

5.1

OUT/2020/0016 - Outline application for one dwelling – Withdrawn – 13.11.2020

6.

Representations

6.1.

Hatyon & Mealo Parish Council – Hayton and Mealo Parish Council oppose the
application for the following reasons:1. The proposed development is outside of the defined village limit and is on a
greenfield site in open countryside.
2. The new build development is not sympathetic to the Conservation Area status
of the village.
3. Part of the proposed access is over the Registered Village Green and land not
within the applicant's ownership and for which consent does not exist.

6.2

Environmental Health – No response to date.

6.3

Cumbria Highways & LLFA – I can confirm that we have no objections to the
proposal, subject to the following recommended conditions being included in any
Notice of Consent which may be issued:
1) The development shall not commence until visibility splays providing clear
visibility of 43 metres measured 2.4 metres down the centre of the access road
and the nearside channel line of the carriageway edge have been provided at the
junction of the access road with the county highway. Notwithstanding the
provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
(England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and re-enacting that Order) relating
to permitted development, no structure, vehicle or object of any kind shall be
erected, parked or placed and no trees, bushes or other plants shall be planted
or be permitted to grown within the visibility splay which obstruct the visibility
splays. The visibility splays shall be constructed before general development of
the site commences so that construction traffic is safeguarded.
2) The whole of the access area bounded by the carriageway edge, entrance
gates and the splays shall be constructed and drained to the specification of the
Local Planning Authority in consultation with the Highway Authority.
3) Full details of the surface water drainage system (incorporating SUDs features
as far as practicable) and a maintenance schedule (identifying the responsible
parties) shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval prior to
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development being commenced. Any approved works shall be implemented prior
to the development being completed and shall be maintained thereafter in
accordance with the schedule.
6.4

United Utilities – No objections subject to standard foul and surface water
conditions being imposed

6.5

The application has been advertised in the local press, on site by means of a site
notice and by neighbour letter. To date, 15 representations have been received;
1 of support and 14 of objection.

6.6

The letter of support refers to other properties access over the village green and
being consistent.

6.7

The letters of objection are made on the following grounds;























Negative impact on Conservation Area
Outside of settlement limit
Impact on Hadrian’s Wall Buffer Zone
Increase in traffic and use of access
Potential overlooking
Impact on wildlife
Not infill or rounding off
Development would set a precedent
Effects on daylight of neighbouring property from proposed hedge
Loss of agricultural land
Loss of privacy & light
Access required over Parish Council land
Other more suitable sites within village
Does not continue residential boundary of village
Access over village green
Would change linear aspect of settlement
Impact on biodiversity
Questionable if road standards or utilities connections can be made given
ownership of access road
Established rights of access over access road would lapse if use of land
changed
Local need dwelling not achievable
No consent given for access to maintain hedge
Not in keeping with built landscape

7.

Environmental Impact Assessment

7.1.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017

7.2.

The development does not within Schedule 1 nor 2 and, as such, is not EIA
development.
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8.

Duties

8.1.

For Listed Buildings:
Section 66(1) of the Listed Buildings Act 1990 states that, in considering whether
to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its
setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to the desirability of
preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or
historic interest which it possesses.

8.2.

For conservation areas:
Section 72(1) of the Listed Building and Conservation Area Act 1990 states that,
with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area, special
attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character
or appearance of that area.

9.

Development Plan Policies

9.1

Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 (2014)
Policy S1 – Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Policy S2 – Sustainable development principles
Policy S3 – Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 – Design principles
Policy S5 – Development principles
Policy S9 – Rural Exceptions Sites
Policy S27 – Heritage Assets
Policy S28 – Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site
Policy S29 – Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S32 – Safeguarding Amenity
DM14 – Standards of Good Design

These policies can be viewed at:https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/planning-building-control/planning-policy/local-plan-part1/
10.

Other material considerations

10.1

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)

10.2

Council Strategy 2020-2030
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11.

Policy weighting

11.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.

12.

Assessment
Principle of Development

12.1 The proposal site is situated within the village of Hayton which consists of
residential development to either side of the highway through the village. To the
North of the site is agricultural fields. It is just outside the designated
Conservation Area however the proposed access to the site is within. The
application seeks outline planning permission for the erection of one dwelling
with access and landscaping details for consideration. The application is
supported by an indicative block plan which demonstrates how a dwelling could
be sited and also shows the proposed access (which is an existing agricultural
track) and includes location of proposed hedgerows. The site is presently used
as a field for grazing livestock.
12.2 Hayton is specified in the Local Plan Policy S3 as an Infill/Rounding Off Village.
As outlined in the policy context section of this report, the determination of this
application must be made in accordance with the adopted development plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Indeed this is reemphasised
under the provisions of Paragraph 47 of the updated NPPF.

12.3 Local Plan policy S1 ‘Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development’
confirms that “the Council will take a positive approach in favour of sustainable
development” and paying particular regard to scale.

12.4 Given the weighting outlined in the previous section of this report, there is a
policy context which provides the ability for development of the scale proposed to
be permitted if it is sustainable and accords with Policy S5’s criteria.

12.5 Under the policy context of Policy S3 which seeks to resist non-essential
development beyond locations that accord with S5’s criteria, it is noted that no
essential need has been submitted in support of the application. The merits of
the principle of the development therefore fundamentally relate to whether,
physically, the plot itself constitutes an infill or rounding off plot. It is the opinion of
officers that this site does not fall into this category.
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Design and Relationship to Village
12.6 As an outline application for a single dwelling, with only the means of access and
landscaping to consider, there are no definitive details on the siting, appearance,
layout and scale of the proposal with only an illustrative block plan submitted for
consideration.
12.7 Policy S5 of the Allerdale Local plan emphasises within its design criteria that
“development should be of a scale and design which will not detract from the
character of the settlement”.
In specific reference to Infill/ rounding off villages it adds proposals should:(i) Be of a scale that is sympathetic to the role of the settlement and respect its
appearance and physical capacity;
(ii) Be within or well related to the form of the settlement and to existing buildings
within the settlement;
(iii) Protect, maintain or enhance the local distinctiveness, character and landscape
and historic setting of the settlement, and
Development within Infill/Rounding Off Villages must not;
-

Result in the loss of important historic, green infrastructure or natural features
which provide valuable local amenity
Exacerbate the adverse effects if ribbon development
Result in further adverse effects of areas of sporadic development in otherwise
open countryside
Result in settlements joining together

12.8 The application is supported by a design and access statement which states the
site is a rounding off of this part of the village with a strong boundary to the East,
South and West and provides confirmation that the Northern boundary would
continue the boundary of the adjacent dwelling, maintaining the residential
character in the immediate area. Whilst officers appreciate these comments, the
dwelling referred to faces onto, and is accessed directly from the public highway.
The application site is set back from existing built development with the proposed
access being from an agricultural track. Whilst there is a detached dwelling to
the East of the site, again this is accessed from the adjacent public highway.
12.9 Officers have evaluated this supporting evidence in the context of the existing
settlement. Hayton village/hamlet comprises of a small compact rural settlement
with a mixture of agricultural and residential properties. The design and house
types within the village are predominantly two storey dwellings, however
properties to the South West of the village are single storey and consist of a
combination of modern and traditional properties/buildings. However, overall, it
retains a character of a traditional Cumbrian farming hamlet. A key characteristic
is its linear settlement pattern which straddles each side of the road, albeit with
large green areas to the front of properties on the South East side of the village.
12.10 The current proposal relates to the siting of one detached dwelling to the rear of
an existing dwelling (Thorndykes). Officers consider that this development could
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neither be called infill or rounding off and would result in a form of development
which does not relate well to the village itself or the highway upon which it is
developed around. Its incongruous positon is poorly related to the settlement,
undermining its distinctiveness and character contrary to the criteria of Policy S5
of the Allerdale Local Plan and the principle of the development is therefore
considered unacceptable.
Highways
12.11 A speed survey has been submitted with the application as requested by
Cumbria Highways. Following their assessment of the application and submitted
speed survey, Cumbria Highways have advised they have no objections to the
proposal subject to conditions being imposed as stated in the representations
section of this report.
12.12 A section of the proposed access is over land not within the applicant’s control.
The relevant certificate has been completed and notice has been served upon
the land owner in this respect. The proposal intends to utilise the existing field
access over this land. The right of access is a civil matter.
12.13 Outwith the access is the areas of village greens which fall within the application
proposals visibility splays. Although these areas of land are outside of the
applicant’s control, given parcels of land ownership by the Parish Council and the
adjoining parcels of land forming part of Hayton Village Green, it is reasonable to
assume that these areas of land will not be developed upon. Therefore taking
account of this, and the visibility requirements for other properties within the
immediate vicinity, it is considered that adequate access provision can be made
for the proposal without resulting in detriment to highway safety.
Amenity
12.14 As an outline application, the loss of any amenity would be addressed as part of
any future reserved matters application. However it is considered that the
development site is of significant distance to neighbouring properties to
overcome any potential amenity issues, dependent upon the proposed height
and design of the dwelling.
Heritage
12.15 The site falls just outside of the Hayton Conservation Area, however the access
road is within. The application site is located within Hadrian’s Wall World
Heritage Site Buffer Zone and is also adjacent to a Listed Building (The
Congregational Chapel) directly to the right of the access track.
12.16 Policy S27 states only proposals which do not harm any positive qualities of the
heritage asset(s) will be approved, unless there is a clear and convincing public
benefit to the proposal that will outweigh the harm caused to the asset(s). Policy
S28 further states that proposed development in the Hadrian’s Wall World
Heritage Site Buffer Zone should be assessed for its impact on the outstanding
Universal Value of the World Heritage Site, and particularly on key views both
into and out of it.
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12.17 It is considered that a development of one residential dwelling could be achieved
according with the aforementioned policies. However, given the application is for
outline only, the design and siting of the proposed dwelling would be further
considered against the policies during the determination of a reserved matters
application. As the proposal utilises an existing track as its means of access it is
considered the proposed development would not adversely impact on the setting
of the listed building.
Local Occupancy
12.18 The application proposal has been amended to include the provision of a
dwelling for local occupancy and the agent has provided confirmation of
agreement to a condition being imposed on any grant of planning permission to
this effect.
12.19 Policy S9 makes provision for Rural Exception Sites provided that;
a) The development will meet or assist in meeting an identified evidence based
need for affordable housing in the area, which could not otherwise be met;
b) The site is well-related and sympathetic to the form and character of the
settlement, demonstrates good design and allows accessibility to community
services and facilities within it;
c) The scale is in keeping with the settlement’s setting and its role in the
hierarchy;
d) The site is considered to be the most suitable to meet the identified need;
e) The applicant enters into an appropriate legal agreement that ensures the
accommodation will meet the need for local affordable housing in perpetuity.
12.20 This policy is to meet generic local housing need rather than those of individuals
No evidence has been submitted with the application to demonstrate the need of
a local occupancy dwelling within the village of Hayton therefore little weight is
given to this proposal. In addition to this, and the provision contained within
Policy S9, officers advise that such an agreement would need to be by means of
a S106 and would not only encompass local occupancy but also require it to be
affordable. Given the lack of evidence for the need of such a dwelling, it could not
be demonstrated that a S106 is either necessary or reasonable.
Drainage
12.21 A detailed drainage report has been submitted with the application which states
that foul drainage will be connected to United Utilities sewer in accordance with
Building Regulations and a S106 agreement with United Utilities. Surface water
will be discharged to a soakaway to the rear of the proposed dwelling. Albeit no
percolation tests have been submitted with the application, the drainage report
refers to an existing watercourse to the north of the site which is within the
applicant’s ownership. Thus there is an established fall-back position and the
drainage hierarchy details can be reserved by condition. The submitted drainage
details are considered satisfactory and accord with Policy S29.
13

Conclusions
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13.1 The location of the proposal is not considered to be either infill or rounding off
due to its physical relationship to the existing village and, if approved, would
constitute a departure to adopted local plan policy. The proposal is therefore
contrary to policy S3 of the Allerdale Local Plan.
14
Recommendation
14.1 That the proposal be refused
Annex 1
Reasons
1. The site of the development is considered to constitute neither infill nor rounding off
development, eroding the distinctive rural settlement character of the settlement
features, pattern, identity and rural character of its locality and would be an
incongruous development in this rural locality. The site is therefore not considered to
be well related to the built environment. As such it is contrary to policies S1, S3 and
S5 of the adopted Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 – 2014 and the provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework 2019.
2. The proposed development constitutes non-essential residential development in the
open countryside and is not considered to qualify as an exception for housing
outside of the settlement and contrary to Policy S3 of the Allerdale Local Plan
Adopted July 2014.
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Agenda Item 7
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application FUL/2021/0301
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:

Applicant:
Proposal:

FUL/2021/0301
07/12/2021
Barn Neighbouring Holme Leigh and Kelsick Farm
Kelsick
Abbeytown
Wigton
CA7 4TL
Matt Atkinson
Proposed barn conversion to provide residential
dwelling, demolition of existing WC to front (south)
elevation and erection of two storey rear/side
extension to provide quiet living, work area,
rehabilitation and shower room on the ground floor
and playroom, office, bedroom, bathroom and
cupboard at first floor

RECOMMENDATION
REFUSE

1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

Policy S3 and S31 of the Local Plan (Part
1) supports the reuse of rural buildings in
the open countryside.
Officers are satisfied that the building is
capable of conversion and the principle of
conversion can be supported.
However, concern is raised with regards to
the new build element that would
significantly alter the footprint of the
development contrary to Policies S14 and
S31 of the Local Plan (Part 1).

Demolition and Biodiversity

The scale of the small lean to element on
the southern elevation offers little
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character to the site or visual amenity to
the area and no objections are raised to its
demolition.
The applicant has adequately addressed
the proposal is acceptable in terms of
impact on protected species in line with
Policy S35 subject to mitigations measures
which can be secured by condition.
Design

Officers consider the proposed alterations
and extension to the building, in the form
of the scale of the two storey extension,
addition of a balcony at first floor level and
the use of inappropriate materials are
inappropriate for its rural location and fails
to respond positively to the character and
history of the existing resulting in a
development that would adversely alter the
appearance of the existing building
contrary to Policies S3, S31 and DM15 of
the Allerdale Local Plan.

2.

Proposal

2.1.

The proposal involves the conversion of the existing barn to provide a dwelling
house. A small lean to element to the south elevation is to be demolished. A two
storey extension is proposed to the north elevation. Access would be provided
via the existing track, with parking and turning available to the east of the
building.

2.2.

The Plans for consideration are:21-11-04 Location Plan
21-11-05 As Proposed Site (Block) Plan
21-11-03 Rev A Proposed First Floor Plan, Elevations and Section B-B
amendment received 14 January 2022
21-11-02 Rev A Proposed Ground Floor Plan, Elevations and Section A-A
amendment received 14 January 2022
Design and Access Statement
Planning Statement, Drainage and Structural Information
Structural Inspection
Drainage Strategy
Foul Drainage Assessment
Survey for Bats, Barn Owls & Breeding Birds
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2.3. The particulars are available to view via the following link:https://allerdalebc.force.com/pr/s/planningapplication/a3X3X00000B9E1ZUAV/ful20210301

3.

Site

3.1.

The application site comprises a stone and brick built barn within the linear
hamlet of Kelsick. The barn is set back from the main Kelsick highway, and
surrounded by mainly open agricultural land. Access to the barn is via an existing
single lane track from the main highway which is also used to access agricultural
land to the north.

3.2.

The main part of the barn is L shaped, with some smaller lean to elements of
lower eaves height adjoining. There are a number of existing openings to all
elevations of the barn.

3.3.

The barn is bound to the north and south by agricultural land. To the west of the
site is agricultural land with a residential property beyond, at a distance of
approx. 35m. To the immediate east of the site is a redundant stone built
building, separated from the application building by the access lane. A further
residential property at Holme Leigh is situated to the east of the access track with
Kelsick Farm beyond.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1.

FUL/2021/0097 Proposed barn conversion to provide domestic dwelling –
Granted.

4.2.

AGQ/2020/0003 - Conversion of agricultural barn at land northwest of Holme
Leigh, to a dwellinghouse (use Class C3) including provision of services, the
repair of the existing roof, work to the outside of the barn to make it wind and
watertight and internal works to make it habitable at Barn Northwest of Holme
Leigh, Kelsick - Prior Approval Granted.

5.

Representations
Parish Council

5.1.

The Parish Council has considered the application and has no objections and
wish to support the application.
Environmental Health

5.2.

No objections.
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Natural England
5.3.

No objections.
Minerals & Waste CCC

5.4.

Cumbria County Council as minerals planning authority does not object to this
application.
County Archaeologist

5.5.

Our records indicate that the traditional farm buildings proposed for conversion
and demolition probably have 18th century origins and are considered to be of
local architectural and historical interest.

5.6.

I therefore recommend that, in the event consent is granted, the existing
buildings are recorded in line with the requirement outlined in condition 8 on the
previously approved permission FUL/2021/0097, and that this should be secured
in any new consent that may be granted.

5.7.

The application has been advertised by site notice and neighbour letter. Five
letters of support have been received to see this derelict building restored.

6.

Environmental Impact Assessment

6.1.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017

6.2.

The development does not within Schedule 1 nor 2 and, as such, is not EIA
development.

7.

Duties

7.1.

Does the site affect the setting of a listed building?
No

7.2.

Is the site within a designated conservation area?
No

7.3.

Is the development likely to have a significant effect upon a Natura 2000
designation?
No

8.

Development Plan Policies
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8.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
Policy S1 Presumption in Favour of Development
Policy S2 Sustainable Development
Policy S3 Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 Design Principles
Policy S5 Development Principles
Policy S6d Wigton
Policy S14 Rural Economy
Policy S22 Transport Principles
Policy S27 Heritage Assets
Policy S29 Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S30 Reuse of Land
Policy S31 Reuse of Rural Buildings and Replacement Dwellings in the
Countryside
Policy S32 Safeguarding Amenity
Policy S35 Protecting and Enhancing Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Policy DM14 Standards of Good Design
Policy DM15 Extensions and Alterations to Existing Buildings and Properties

8.2.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2)
Policy SA2 Settlement Boundaries

9.

Other material considerations

9.1.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)

9.2.

Allerdale Council Strategy 2020-2030

10.

Policy weighting

10.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
11.

Assessment:
Principle of development

11.1. Policy S3 of the Allerdale Local Plan sets out the settlement hierarchy for
Allerdale. It defines the settlement hierarchy, which sets out the role of
settlements, including the form and scale of development that would be
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expected within the towns and villages and what is acceptable in the open
countryside.
11.2. The development would involve the creation of a 4 bed residential dwelling from
the conversion and extension of an existing barn. The application site lies
outside any defined settlement, within the hamlet of Kelsick and is therefore
considered as development in the open countryside.
11.3. Paragraph 80 of the National Planning Policy Framework February 2021 is
applicable to the proposal. Within this, it is indicated that planning decisions
should avoid the development of isolated homes in the countryside.
Circumstances in which such development could be acceptable would include
the re-use of redundant or disused buildings which would enhance its immediate
setting.
11.4. Policy S31 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) is also applicable. This policy
supports the re-use of rural buildings in the open countryside, subject to
compliance with other relevant policies. It is noted that the building should also
be suitable for conversion without substantial alteration or rebuilding i.e. the
building should be structurally sound. This is a key element to this application.
11.5. The proposal would see the existing structure converted to provide a 3 bed
residential dwelling with Kitchen/dining/family room, utility room and a separate
living room. This would involve the re-use of a redundant agricultural building
supported by Policy S3 and S31. However, the proposal includes a large new
built two storey extension which would take the scheme away from been a
conversion and this will be discussed in detail below.
11.6. An inspection report and accompanying drawings have been submitted alongside
the application which identifies that the buildings are generally capable of
conversion with some minor rebuilding works in localised areas. The extent of
the rebuilding works to the existing structure are limited to a small proportion of
the buildings as a whole. The applicant has been able to suitably demonstrate
that the buildings are structurally sound and capable of conversion. With this in
mind, the principle of residential conversion in this location is accepted.
Demolition and Biodivesrity
11.7. The proposal would involve the demolition of a small lean to element to the
southern elevation. The scale of the lean to is such that it offers little to the
character of the site or visual amenity of the area. The loss of this element is
therefore accepted.
11.8. The County Archaeologist notes that the farmhouse and adjacent barn are of
traditional clay construction, as such they are of some historical interest, despite
later alterations and being in a poor state of repair. It is suggested that a
condition be attached to any consent to secure suitable recording of the
buildings prior to demolition and conversion works.
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11.9. Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) seeks to safeguard the habitat of
protected species. The structures at the site have features which potentially
could provide habitats for protected species. The application has been
accompanied by a Survey for Bats, Barn Owls and Breeding Birds. The Report
found that there were signs of barn owls, barn swallows, pigeons, blue tits and
some bat activity, although there was no evidence of a large roost. It is also
indicated that there is potential for bats to be present in the areas that were
inaccessible to the survey such as ridge gaps, wall cracks and behind roof
beams. A mitigation strategy to include new bat lofts and barn owl window and
nest boxes within and around the farmhouse is outlined in the report, to protect
and enhance the existing biodiversity of the site.
11.10. The Habitats Regulations transpose prohibitions against activities affecting
European Protected Species. The Directive provides for the derogation from
these prohibitions for specified reasons and providing certain conditions are met.
These are referred to as the three derogation tests applied by Natural England
at licensing stage. Standing advice indicates that where it is likely that one of the
prohibitions of the regulations is offended, it is necessary for the Local Planning
Authority to consider the likelihood of a license being granted at the planning
application stage and therefore the three tests.
11.11. The three tests are that:
1. There are imperative reasons of overriding public interest or for public health
and safety;
2. There is no satisfactory alternative;
3. A favourable conservation status of the species is maintained.
11.12. In consideration of the three tests:
1. The retention of a non-designated heritage asset and addition to the adequate
supply of housing is of some public interest.
2. There are potentially other sites/ structures offering alternative conversions,
however these could equally impact on European Protected Species. The
proposed works would bring the building back into use avoiding deterioration or
loss of the building.
3. Given the noted signs of protected species at the site, there would be some
impact on the conservation status. However, there were no large roosts present
and the mitigation strategy would introduce new bat lofts and barn owl window
and nest boxes within and around the farmhouse, which provides compensation.
Direct impacts can therefore be mitigated to a large extent through the
application of appropriate conditions.
11.13. On the basis of the information available, it is considered likely that a license
would be forthcoming from Natural England. The survey works and mitigation
strategy proposed are considered suitable with regards protected species and
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satisfy the criteria of Planning Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1). It
is suggested that a condition be attached to any planning approval to secure the
mitigation works.

Design
11.14. The site is located in the open countryside outside the defined settlement limits
under Policy SA2 of ALLP2. The principle of a barn conversion can be
supported under Policy S3 subject to compliance with Policy S31 of the Allerdale
Local Plan. Policy S31 clearly details that the scheme must be a conversion of
an existing building and that it can be demonstrated that the building is
structurally sound.
11.15. Policy S4 seeks to achieve high quality design, which is of appropriate scale and
design for its location whilst responding positively to the character and history of
its location.
11.16. Paragraph 134 of the National Planning Policy Framework details that
development that is not well designed should be refused, especially where it
fails to reflect local design policies.
11.17. The site benefits from planning approval FUL/2021/0097 for the conversion of the
existing building. A single storey extension to provide a garage was approved to
the north elevation. Permitted Development Rights were removed from the
structure that meant any extensions or alterations to the property would require
planning permission. The need for this condition was to protect the character
and history of the building.
11.18. The proposal includes a new two storey extension of approx. 200 sqm (external
measurements) to the north elevation (rear). The south elevation immediately to
the front of the extension is single storey in nature and therefore the massing of
the extension will be seen over the existing structure increasing its impact.
Given the size and scale of the extension which would result in a new build of
over 50% the floorspace of the existing barn and is a significant increase to the
overall footprint of the existing barn, officer consider this could not be considered
as minor or ancillary to the host dwelling. This is contrary to Policy S31 that
details “proposals for the conversion of rural buildings to residential will only be
acceptable in line with national policy and where the building can be converted
without substantial alteration to the original footprint”. The significant new build
moves the application away from been considered wholly as a conversion
scheme and in officers opinion does not comply with Policy S31 of the Allerdale
Local Plan and should not be supported.
11.19. The size of the existing barn is adequate to accommodate a reasonably sized
dwelling which the plans demonstrate can accommodate 3 bedrooms and living
space within the existing fabric.
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11.20. The side elevations (west and east) are two storey in nature and could
accommodate floorspace over 2 floors. The proposed plans show a large
section of this part of the building as void at first floor level as there is currently
no floor in this part of the building. However, with the insertion of a floor that
could be supported subject to external design, this would provide an additional
internal usable space of approx. 70 sqm without any alteration to the footprint.
11.21. In turning to the accommodation in the proposed extension this includes an
internal area of 40sqm which is to be used in association with “The Little St
Cloud Company” which would be a commercial element. Policy S14 is
committed to supporting the economic prosperity and sustainability of rural
communities by enabling appropriately scaled economic development. The
policy details that with regards to new rural business “in the open countryside
new development will only be permitted where the proposals involves the
appropriate re-use of rural buildings”. The proposed business element of this
scheme is within the new build extension that is proposed. It has not been
demonstrated by the applicant that there is a locational need for the business to
be located at this location (although it is stated that due to medical reasons she
has had to give up her job) and therefore the proposal for a new build rural
business is contrary to Policy S14 of the Local Plan.
11.22. Application FUL/2021/0097 initially included a two storey extension as proposed
under this application this was amended as part of that application to remove the
two storey element and provide a reduced ground floor extension following
officer’s recommendations that the scheme was contrary to Policy S31 and
could not be supported. This ground floor extension could accommodate a
reasonably sized rehabilitation room and workspace, which is a need of the
applicant.
11.23. In tuning to the design, the existing openings have been retained and reused
where possible. A small number of new openings are proposed and the principle
of these are not opposed. The Proposed plans propose composite framed
double glazed doors with narrow profile composite framed double glazed
windows. Given the agricultural history of the building the original openings
would have been fitted with metal or timber with the timber lintels still visible on
some of the large openings. The proposed composite windows and doors can
be chunky in nature and alien to barns. To retain the character and history of the
barn aluminium or timber windows and doors should to utilised. However, a
condition could be added to any approval seeking further details be provided on
the design and material.
11.24. A large first floor balcony is proposed that wraps round the corner elevations of
the south (front) and west (side). The south elevation faces the highway and will
be highly visible within the streetscene. The inclusion of a balcony is a modern
feature that is not found on barns. The inclusion of this is at odds with the simple
architecture of the existing barn, does not respond positively to the agricultural
character, history and distinctiveness of its location resulting in a development
that would adversely alter the appearance of this part of the existing building.
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11.25. Furthermore, although the proposed extension is to be located to the rear of the
existing building, given its scale and massing at two storey this will be visible
over the simple single storey front elevation significantly altering the character of
the existing building with the roof massing being more dominant than the single
storey barn off shoot to the front.
11.26. In considering the proposed alterations and extensions to the building as a whole
is considered the overall scale, design and materials of the extension, balcony
and use of materials are inappropriate for its rural location and fails to respond
to the character and history of the existing building resulting in a development
that would adversely alter the appearance of the existing building contrary to
Policies S4, S31 and DM15 of the Allerdale Local Plan.
11.27. Officers acknowledged that given the size of the application site the development
would not result in over development of the site. There are two point members
need to consider when assessing the proposal. Firstly, when considering the
footprint of the proposed extension it increases the size by 44%, with the
additional floorspace even greater. Members need to judge whether they believe
the scale of the extension is proportionate taking into consideration it location in
the open countryside where new build dwellings will not be supported and
conversion are only supported without substantially alteration to the original
footprint. Secondly, do the proposed alterations (with specific reference to the
balcony, extension and use of composite materials) respond positively to the
character, history and distinctiveness of the existing agricultural barn. If it is
considered that any of these are unacceptable and harm the character of this
rural barn the application should be refused.
11.28. If members are minded to approve the application this would be considered as a
departure from the Local Plan Policy S31 and should be advertised to this
nature prior to the decision been issued.
Highways
11.29. The site is accessible via a lane, which would be retained within the
development. Conditions were suggested by the Highway Department to the
earlier application in relation to the surfacing of the access drive. The highway
details are acceptable with the conditions applicable to this application also.
Amenity
11.30. The application site is situated within a large plot. A residential dwelling is
situated beyond the western boundary. A farm complex is situated beyond the
eastern boundary. It is considered that there are reasonable separation
distances between the application property and the agricultural buildings
associated with the farm, with intervening planting and structures, such that the
potential for noise and odour impact from the adjacent farm practices is
considered to be minimal
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Drainage
11.31. A new foul water drainage system is proposed for the proposed dwelling
comprising a package treatment plant discharged to the watercourses located
around the property, nearby water course at Stank Beck. Surface water would
be discharged to watercourses around the site with rainwater harvesting,
permeable paving and sub surface storage incorporated within the development.
11.32. The proposed drainage strategy is accepted.
Contamination
11.33. The Environmental Health Department have assessed the proposal and
considered the information provided on the barn conversion form. They consider
the proposal to be acceptable and do not require any further assessments be
carried in relation to contamination.
Local Financial Considerations
11.34. Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal will
have financial implications arising from New Homes Bonus and Council Tax
Revenue.

12.

Conclusions

12.1. The conversion of the existing structure is considered acceptable and in line with
Policy S3 and S31 of the Local Plan (Part 1) and therefore the principle of a
house at this location is not opposed.
12.2. The proposal includes a large two storey extension to the property to provide
additional accommodation both of a domestic and commercial nature. This
extension will result in a substantial alteration to the original footprint that is
contrary to policies S14 and S31 of the Local Plan.
12.3. Furthermore in considering the design impacts from the development it is
considered that the scale of the two storey extension which will be visible over
the simple existing single storey barn will have a harmful appearance on this
principal elevation. The addition of a balcony at first floor level and the use of
inappropriate materials further harm the character of the existing agricultural
barn. The proposed alterations and extensions to the barn fail to respond
positively to the character and history of the barn contrary to policies S4, S31 and
DM15 of the Local Plan (Part 1).

13.

RECOMMENDATION
REFUSE
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1. The proposed two storey extension with a dual use of residential and
commercial will result in a significant alteration to the footprint of the
existing rural building contrary to Policies S14 and S31 of the Allerdale
Local Plan (Part 1).
2. The proposed extension and alterations to the existing rural barn in the
form of the scale of the extension, addition of a balcony at first floor
level and the use of inappropriate materials fail to respond positively to
the character and history of this rural barn resulting in a development
that would adversely alter the appearance of the existing building
contrary to Policies S3, S31 and DM15 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part
1), Adopted July 2014 and paragraph 134 of the National Planning
Policy Framework.
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Agenda Item 8
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application FUL/2021/0013
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:
Applicant:
Proposal:

FUL/2021/0013
14/01/2021
Gale Brow, Winscales, Workington, CA14 4UZ
Brigham Holiday Park
Re-submission of application FUL/2020/0189 for a
change of use for the former CL caravan site and
former kennel business to lodge site

RECOMMENDATION
Grant subject to conditions
1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Background

The site has been used for mixed
purposes and has a varied planning
history. Inspectors comments in relation to
recent planning appeals for tourism
accommodation at the site have suggested
that the main area of concern for tourism
development related to landscape impact.

Principle

Inspectors comments in relation to recent
planning appeals found the site to have
accessible access to facilities. The site is
brownfield and is well related to the local
transport network. Despite conflict with
Planning Policy SA32 of the Allerdale
Local Plan (Part 2) July 2020, it is
recognised that the development would
bring about a cohesive use for the
previously developed site in place of the
existing mixed uses and would bring about
some benefits to the local economy.

Landscape

The application is accompanied by a
Landscape Visual Impact Assessment
(LVIA) and landscaping scheme to
mitigate against any adverse impacts
which would be brought about by the
development. Appropriately worded
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conditions can be used to safeguard the
landscaping plan and ensure mitigation for
the development.
Highways

Cumbria highways object to the proposal
due to the absence of specified visibility
splays from the existing access. It is
considered that refusal of the application
on these grounds would be unwarranted
given the limited use of the access road by
vehicular traffic, the likely low speed of
such traffic and that the access is an
existing access in use at the site.

Residential Amenity

The development would bring about a low
density lodge site, separated from
adjacent properties. Conditions are
suggested to ensure the residential
amenity of neighbouring properties is
safeguarded.

Drainage

Suitable drainage can be secured by
condition.

Contamination

Conditions in relation to contamination are
required.

Ecology

Further ecology survey works prior to
demolition of existing buildings can be
secured by planning condition.

2.

Introduction

2.1.

The application site has had a number of uses including as a garden centre,
kennel business and a site for five touring caravans with associated amenities
and workshop. As a result, there are a number of buildings and structures within
the site, including a small dwelling and its garden, which are in a poor state of
repair.

2.2.

The application seeks permision for the change of of land from former CL
caravan site and kennel business to form a lodge site. The application proposal
would result in the removal of the existing structures, to be replaced with 13
lodges within a landscape setting. The proposal has been amended since the
original application submission for 17 lodges. The number of lodges has been
reduced and further planting has been introduced, which has altered the layout of
the site. The layout plan indicates that an existing pond to the east of the site is
to be retained. The lodges proposed would be single storey. An indicative
brochure detail has been provided at this stage. Access would be as existing via
Winscales Road, which connects directly to the A595.
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3.

Proposal

3.1.

The Plans for consideration are:Location Plan received 26th January 2022
Brochure detail for lodges
Drwg No: 01003 Rev:01 - Section through proposed entrance
Drwg No: 01002 Rev:01 - Proposed works to existing entrance
Plan of buildings to be demolished
Drawing number D/01 - Paving details
WW/10B Rev B - Landscape Sections
WW/L01 Rev J - Outline Landscape Plan
WW/L01 Rev F - Planting Plan

4.

Site

4.1.

The application site is situated adjacent to the A595 and Winscales Road. The
land slopes down from the A595 in a south easterly direction. Planting is in place
to the site boundaries of varying heights and species. There are structures in
place on the site in association with the former kennel business and the touring
caravan site. These are generally in a poor condition.

4.2.

The site is located in the countryside, and surrounded by open fields. There are
occasional farms and small groups of dwellings within the nearby countryside,
including two recently constructed dwellings further along Winscales Road.

5.

Recent Site History

5.1.

2/2013/0156 – Change of use for the erection of 5 timber lodges at Gale Brow
Nurseries, Winscales – Refused 1st May 2013.

5.2.

Reasons for Refusal:
1. The siting of 5 timber holiday lodges at this kennel compound are deemed to
be an unsustainable, non-essential and inappropriate form of development
in the open landscape and would result in unacceptable harm to the
character of the landscape, at variance with the provisions of the National
Planning Policy Statement (paragraph 14), saved Policy EN25 of the
Allerdale Local Plan 1999 and saved Policies REM5 and TM2 of the
Allerdale Local Plan 1999, First Alteration June 2006, and Policy E37 as
saved from the Cumbria and Lake District Joint Structure Plan, Adopted
April 2006.
2. The siting of 5 timber lodges in close proximity to the existing kennel
business are deemed to be at variance with saved Policy EN7 of the
Allerdale Local Plan 1999 given the proposed pollution sensitive
development is likely to be adversely affected by noise from the adjacent
kennel business.
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Subsequent appeal APP/G0908/A/13/2200837 was dismissed on 28th
October 2013 with the Inspector noting that the lodges, being in a row and
end on to the A595, would lead the site to appear cluttered and urban such
that the development would appear incongruous in its setting. The lodges,
alongside the other buildings and paraphernalia adjacent to the site would
create an intensely developed appearance, more urban than rural in form. It
was indicated that the second reason for refusal could be overcome should
the existing kennel business at the site cease operating. However, overall,
the proposal was determined to harm the character and appearance of the
area.
5.3.

2/2014/0699 – Proposed 3 bedroomed detached bungalow and garage to
replace 2 bedroom detached park home at Gale Brow, Winscales – Granted 18th
November 2014.

5.4.

2/2016/0677 – Change of use of land to provide five static caravans at Gale Brow
Nurseries, Winscales Road, Winscales – Refused 20th December 2016.

5.5.

Reasons for Refusal:
1. The proposed static caravans are considered to constitute new tourist
accommodation and not an extension to an existing site with formal planning
consent as recognised under Policy S17. The proposals are therefore
considered unacceptable at this location with no wider benefits that outweigh
harm. The application is contrary to Policies S1, S2 and S17 of the Allerdale
Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the core principles of the National Planning
Policy Framework.
2. The site location is considered unsustainable being in the open countryside
and remote from local services and amenities. The caravans will not bring any
environmental improvements to the site and with no real benefit to the local
economy.
3. The siting of the five caravans is considered to result in significant harmful
impact upon the landscape and visual amenity of the locality contrary to
Policies S32 and S33 of the Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 Adopted 2014 and the
core principles of the National Planning Policy Framework.

5.6.

Subsequent appeal APP/G0908/W/17/3177762 was dismissed on 17th October
2017 with the Inspector finding that the proposal would have a detrimental impact
on the character and appearance of the area, in conflict with Policies S17, S1,
S2, S32 and S33 of the Allerdale Local Plan.

5.7.

The Inspector noted that there was dispute as to whether the proposal
constituted an extension to an existing caravan site, with the Council considering
that the site should be considered as a new site as the existing Caravan and
Camping Club licence for 5 touring caravans did not benefit from planning
permission. The Inspector stated that, ‘Policy S17 of the Allerdale Local Plan
(2014) (ALP) does not distinguish between sites which benefit from a licence or
those with planning permission and I am inclined to agree with the appellant that
the static caravans could be considered as an extension to an existing use’.
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5.8.

The Inspector also commented on the proposal sites access to services, noting
that, ‘the appeal site is located immediately adjacent to the A595 with good
access to many nearby settlements and tourist facilities. There are bus stops
within approximately 0.25 miles of the site, a restaurant within a few hundred
metres and a petrol station with small shop within about 0.75 miles which can be
accessed by a footpath. Therefore, I consider that the site is in a reasonable
accessible location and future visitors would have the option of accessing some
services and facilities by foot or bicycle. I therefore conclude that the proposal
would have acceptable access to local services and accordingly I find no conflict
with the National Planning Policy Framework in this regard which seeks to
encourage patterns of development which facilitate the use of sustainable modes
of transport’.

5.9.

2/2018/0276 – Outline application for the demolition of kennels and erection of a
new dwelling at Gale Brow, Winscales, Workington – Refused 3rd August 2018.

5.10. Reason for Refusal:
1. The proposed dwelling constitutes unsustainable, non-essential development
in the open countryside with no proven essential or locational need contrary
to Policies S1, S2, S3 and S5 of the Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 Adopted 2014
and LP and paragraph 79 of the National Planning Policy Framework 2018.
5.11. Subsequent appeal APP/G0908/W/18/3210042 was dismissed on 19th April 2019
with the Inspector finding that the proposed dwelling would be situated outside
the defined settlements as set out in the settlement hierarchy, and did not meet
any of the specified circumstances where an isolated home in the countryside
could be permissible.
5.12. FUL/2020/0189 – Proposed demolition of existing kennel business and change
of use of existing CL caravan site to sixteen holiday lodges (including one site
managers lodge) and site landscaping at Gale Brow, Winscales Road,
Winscales, Workington – Withdrawn.
6.

Representations

6.1.

Town/Parish Council - Refer to other lodge development in the locality and
comment that this new request is going to be overdevelopment and will increase
the traffic, plus for this number of lodges they will need extra amenities.

6.2.

Highways Agency England - No objections

6.3.

Cumbria County Council’s Highways and Transportation - Recommend
refusal of the application as there have not yet been adequate visibility splays
submitted. If the requirement cannot be met then a speed survey should be
carried out to reduce the maximum required. The reduced density of the site and
revised layout is noted which means that there is more space within the site to
accommodate parking. Some of the proposed parking bays may be impractical
for use however the site is to remain private. Comment from the Lead Local
Flood Authority that there is a strong recommendation that the drainage hierarchy
is considered in line with NPPG and infiltration can be ruled out. They would like
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to see more detail in regards to the sustainable materials which would be used to
construct the road network within the site.
6.4.

Environmental Health – Recommend conditions relating to contamination be
attached to any planning approval.

6.5.

Environment Agency – Comment that the development should follow the
drainage hierarchy as set out within the National Planning Practice Guidance.

6.6.

United Utilities – Recommend that the applicant implements the scheme in
accordance with the surface water drainage scheme outlined in the hierarchy
contained in the National Planning Policy Framework and the National Planning
Practice Guidance.

6.7.

Natural England – No objections.

6.8.

Cumbria Wildlife Trust – No response to date.

6.9.

Cumbria Fire Officer – No objections.

6.10. The application has been advertised on site and in the press. Neighbouring
properties have been notified.
6.11. A letter has been received from a Councillor in relation to the proposal with
concerns that traffic turning onto the site would have to wait on the carriageway
and therefore cause a danger.
7.

Environmental Impact Assessment

7.1.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017

7.2.

The development does not within Schedule 1 nor 2 and, as such, is not EIA
development.

8.

Duties

8.1.

The site does not contain, nor is it in close proximity to any listed buildings, nor is
it within or affecting a conservation area or the national site network.

9.

Development Plan Policies

9.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
Policy S1 - Presumption in Favour of Development
Policy S2 - Sustainable Development
Policy S3 - Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 - Design Principles
Policy S5 - Development Principles
Policy S14 - Rural Economy
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Policy S22 - Transport Principles
Policy S24 - Green Infrastructure
Policy S29 - Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S32 - Safeguarding Amenity
Policy S33 - Landscape
Policy S35 - Protecting and Enhancing Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Policy DM14 - Standards of Good Design
These policies can be found here:https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/planning-building-control/planning-policy/localplan-part-1/
9.2.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2)
Policy SA2 - Settlement Boundaries
Policy SA32 - Tourism, Coastal and Countryside Recreation
https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/siteallocations/

10.

Other material considerations

10.1. National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)
10.2. Council Strategy 2020- 2030:
Thriving towns and villages
 Give people a reason to visit our towns (festivals, events, cultural and sporting
activities, markets).
 Support businesses.
11.

Policy weighting

11.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
12.

Assessment:
Background

12.1. The applicant has engaged with the Local Planning Authority prior to submission
of the current application. The discussions sought advice on the potential for a
proposed lodge park at the site. It was indicated that the lodges would number 13
spread throughout the site, with a comprehensive landscaping scheme.
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12.2. The Local Planning Authority offered pre-application advice on the planning
merits of a proposed lodge scheme on 29th May 2020. The advice given by the
Local Planning Authority noted and considered the planning history of the site,
particularly the applications for lodges/ static caravans determined under
2/2013/0156 and 2/2016/0677 and the Inspectors’ comments in relation to the
merits of the proposals within the subsequent appeals.
12.3. Paragraph 39 of the National Planning Policy Framework and National Planning
Policy Guidance recognises that early engagement has significant potential to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the planning application system for all
parties. ‘Pre-application discussion enables better coordination between public
and private resources and improved outcomes for the community’.
12.4. The earlier planning applications under 2/2013/0156 and 2/2016/0677 proposed
5 lodges/ static caravans to be positioned alongside and end on to the north west
boundary, adjacent to the A595. The existing touring caravan site which
permitted 5 caravans at the site, and the existing kennel business operating from
the site, were to be retained.
12.5. The reasons for refusal of the earlier application (2/2013/0156) by the Local
Planning Authority (outlined above) were that the location of the proposed
development was deemed unsustainable with unacceptable harm to the
character of the landscape. It was also suggested that the proposed lodges
would conflict with the existing kennel business in operation from the site.
12.6. Upon consideration of the subsequent planning appeal, the Inspector concluded
that cumulative built volume would lead to a cluttered site, more urban than rural
in form. The screening proposed was insufficient to obscure the development. It
was noted that the cessation of the kennel business would alleviate concerns in
relation to the clash of uses at the site.
12.7. The reasons for refusal of planning application (2/2016/0677) by the Local
Planning Authority (outlined above) were that:
1. The proposed development was not considered to be an extension to an
existing site, as the touring caravan site in operation was approved and
licensed by the Caravanning and Camping Club, and was exempt from the
planning system. Planning Policy S17 of the Allerdale Local Plan (now
removed), indicated that tourism accommodation outside the defined
settlement limits could be permitted where it formed part of an extension to
existing tourism accommodation.
2. The site was considered to be unsustainable, being in the open countryside
and remote from local services and amenities, without bringing any
environmental or economic benefits to the locality.
3. The siting of the caravans was considered to result in a harmful impact upon
the landscape and visual amenity of the locality, particularly with regards to
the existing buildings, touring caravans, parked visitors vehicles and other
paraphernalia which would lead to a cluttered appearance at the site.
12.8. Upon consideration of the appeal submitted in relation to the proposal, the
Inspector found that:
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1. ‘Policy S17 of the Allerdale Local Plan (2014) (ALP) does not distinguish
between sites which benefit from a licence or those with planning permission
and I am inclined to agree with the appellant that the static caravans could be
considered as an extension to an existing use’.
2. The appeal site would offer the proposal acceptable access to local services
with many nearby settlements, tourist facilities, a bus stop within 0.25 miles, a
restaurant within a few hundred metres, a petrol station and shop within 0.75
which could be accessed by a footpath allowing visitors options to access
services and facilities by foot or bicycle. ‘…I find no conflict with the National
Planning Policy Framework in this regard which seeks to encourage patterns
of development which facilitate the use of sustainable modes of transport’.
3. The proposal raised concerns regarding the impact on the character and
appearance of the area. ‘Taking into account the existing development at the
site, including the CL (caravan and Camping Club licence), the proposal
would combine to create a haphazard and cluttered development which would
detract from its rural setting’.
12.9. Planning Officers advice noted the Inspectors commentary of the latter appeal
which suggested that a tourism use at the site was indeed sustainable at this
particular location and could be considered an extension to an existing tourism
accommodation. It was accepted that there was a prospect of minimising visual
impact with a robust landscaping scheme. Concerns relating to the variance of
mixed uses at the site referenced in the earlier appeal would be overcome by the
proposed single use. In light of the Inspectors’ comments, it was considered that
the prospect of developing an amount of tourist accommodation at the site was
acceptable in principle subject to appropriate landscaping. The scale suggested
within the submitted layout plan, amounting to 13 lodges throughout the site, was
considered acceptable.
Principle – Policy Context
12.10. Planning Policy S1 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014, reflects the
presumption in favour of sustainable development contained in the National
Planning Policy Framework. It indicates that the Council will always work
proactively with applicants jointly to find solutions which means that proposals
can be approved wherever possible, and to secure development that improves
the economic, social and environmental conditions in the area. Planning Policy
S2 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014 sets out sustainable
development principles, recognising that that the three interconnected pillars
(economic, social and environmental) should be considered together to deliver
sustainable development.
12.11. Planning Policy S3 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014 sets out the
Council’s Spatial Stategy, in which it is stated that new development should be
concentrated within the towns and villages identified in the settlement hierarchy.
It also specifies that proposals outside defined settlements will be limited to:
a. Housing essential for rural workers in the operation of a rural based
enterprise;
b. Housing following the rural exceptions policy;
c. An appropriate diversification of an existing agricultural or land based activity;
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d. The optimal viable use of a heritage asset or appropriate enabling
development to secure the future of heritage assets;
e. A recreation or tourism proposal requiring a countryside location;
f. Facilities essential to social and community needs;
g. The replacement of an existing dwelling;
h. A suitably scaled extension to an existing building;
i. The conversion or reuse of a suitable existing building;
j. Other development requiring a countryside location for technical or
operational reasons.
12.12. Planning Policy S17 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014, relating to
tourism, coastal and countryside recreation, has been deleted and replaced by
Policy SA32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) July 2020, which is applicable to
the proposal. This Policy highlights that a strategic priority of the Local Plan is to
promote economic growth by supporting key tourism activities such as outdoor
recreation, improvement of accommodation, food and drink production and
improvements to the historic environment.
12.13. The Policy SA32 sets out that proposals which offer new or improved visitor
accommodation will be supported within Principal, Key and Local Service
Centres. Tourism accommodation will also be supported in other locations where
it has no significantly harmful impact (directly or indirectly) on the countryside or
coast in terms of landscape quality, ecological/biodiversity value or the historic
environment (and its settings), is of appropriate scale and design and it:
a. Forms part of a farm or land based rural business diversification
scheme;
b. Forms part of an extension proposal for an existing hotel or guest
house and it will enhance or maintain the viability of the business;
c. Forms part of an extension, realignment or relocation of an existing
camping or caravan site to a less sensitive location which would
reduce the impact on nature conservation areas and the local
environment;
d. Is part of a scheme to upgrade ancillary facilities at an existing
holiday park or camping or caravan site; or
e. Is a conversion or reuse of a redundant rural building which
complies with the requirements of Policy S31.
12.14. Furthermore, Policy SA32 sets out that proposals to extend existing tourist
accommodation sites will only be considered as an extension when the original
site has been considered and approved through the planning process.
12.15. Planning Policy S14 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014 is equally
relevant to the principle of the proposal. This Policy recognises the Councils’
commitment to supporting the economic prosperity and sustainability of rural
communities by enabling appropriately scaled economic development. The
accompanying text also encourages rural enterprises which have a clear need to
be located in a rural location.
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12.16. This Policy reflects the advice of the National Planning Policy Framework in
recognising that planning policies should support a prosperous rural economy by
enabling:
a) the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business in rural
areas, both through conversion of existing buildings and well-designed
new buildings;
b) the development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based
rural businesses;
c) sustainable rural tourism and leisure developments which respect the
character of the countryside; and
d) the retention and development of accessible local services and community
facilities, such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, open space,
cultural buildings, public houses and places of worship.
12.17. Paragraph 85 of the National Planning Policy Framework goes on to explain that
planning policies and decisions should recognise that sites to meet local
business and community needs in rural areas may have to be found adjacent to
or beyond existing settlements, and in locations that are not served well be public
transport. It is expected that such developments are sensitive to the
surroundings.
Principle
12.18. The proposed development would create tourism accommodation outside a
principal, Key or Local Service Centre.
12.19. Whilst the proposal does not strictly sit within criteria a) to e) in Policy SA32
above, some weight is given to the Inspectors comments made within the
planning appeal in relation to application 2/2016/0677 at the site, which accepted
that the location of that particular development could be seen as sustainable due
to its proximity to facilities and services and its accessibility on foot or on a
bicycle. The National Planning Policy Framework also recognises that it may be
necessary to locate development beyond existing settlements, particularly in
support of a prosperous rural economy, where the character of the local
community is respected.
12.20. It is noted that the land is a brownfield site and its development would bring
about visual improvements to the site and economic benefits to the locality. The
Inspector in relation to the appeal to planning application 2/2016/0677 took a
view that the proposal could be seen as an extension to the existing tourist
accommodation available at the site and acknowledged that the site would bring
some economic benefits to the area, particularly in terms of expenditure in the
local economy. However Policy SA32 subsequently clarifies the Councils
position in that proposals to extend existing tourist accommodation sites will
only be considered as an extension when the ‘original site has been considered
and approved through the planning process’ and therefore the CL caravan site
is not considered an existing tourist accommodation site when assessing
against the criteria of SA32 ALPP2 2020.
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12.21. Taking a balanced approach to the proposal, considering the developed nature of
the site, policy merits and planning history relevant to the site, Officers note that
the Council has advised in pre-application communications that the principle of
development at the site could be accepted for lodges, if the applicant is able to
suitably demonstrate that the landscape and visual impact concerns are
addressed.
12.22. Although earlier applications at the site for lodges under 2/2013/0156 and static
caravans under 2/2016/0677 have previously been refused, it is noted that this
scheme should be considered on its particular merits and with regard to the
provisions of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014, Allerdale Local Plan
(Part 2) July 2020 and the National Planning Policy Framework 2021.
12.23. The current proposal differs to that of planning application 2/2016/0677. The
earlier application would have resulted in 5 static caravans, end on, against the
north eastern boundary and adjacent to the A595, at the highest part of the site.
Existing uses (kennels and touring caravans) and structures at the site were to
be retained.
12.24. The current application proposes 13 lodges, however removing the existing
structures. The lodges would be spread and spaced throughout the site, with
landscaping. The current proposal would therefore eliminate the clutter and
paraphernalia associated with the mixed uses and structures, which contributed
to the landscape concerns outlined as the main barrier to development within the
earlier proposal. Officers consider that the proposed use would therefore bring
about some visual benefits providing a more cohesive and sensitive development
to this brownfield site.
12.25. Officers consider the proposed scheme has a well-balanced layout throughout, at
an appropriate scale. The applicant has provided an indicative brochure for the
proposed lodges, however, it is considered that specific details as to the final
design (including any external amenity space) could be suitably agreed by
condition, to ensure an appropriate design in terms of external finishes.
12.26. It is noted that the scheme has been advertised as being a departure from the
local plan. However, on balance, given that the proposed development would
be in place of an existing mixed use on the site and recognising the comments
of the Planning Inspector in relation to the appeal to planning application
2/2016/0677, which did not consider the site to be unsustainable and
recognised the economic benefits which the proposal could bring, it is Officers
opinion that the proposed development could be accepted in this particular
case, subject to appropriate landscaping to overcome the landscape and visual
impact issues identified by the Inspector.
Landscape
12.27. Intrinsically related to the principle of the proposed development is a requirement
to ensure appropriate landscaping to minimise the visual impact of the
development, taking into account the sensitive location of the site and
surrounding. The lack of suitable landscaping was a significant issue to the
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development proposed under 2/2016/0677, and it was this element which
ultimately resulted in the dismissal of the subsequent planning appeal.
12.28. Planning Policy S33 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) indicates that landscape
character and local distinctiveness shall be protected, conserved and, wherever
possible, enhanced. The Policy also states that ‘the Council will support
proposals that involve the removal or a reduction in the impact of existing
structures and land uses that are detrimental to the visual quality of the
landscape’.
12.29. The applicant has submitted details of a landscaping scheme and a Landscape
Visual Impact Assessment alongside the planning application. Indicative sections
through the land have also been provided.
12.30. The existing landscape value has been assessed with the author noting that ‘the
site and surrounding landscape are not nationally or locally designated but are
valued at the level of the immediate setting of local settlements and the existing
caravan park. The LVIA assesses the landscape as medium-low.
12.31. Landscape and visual effects may occur during construction, when the proposed
development is complete and in use and after 15 years as the new landscape
features mature. There would be some direct effects on the landscape features of
the site including loss of part of the pond and loss of a garden area and caravan
grass area. There would be a net gain in tree planting and hedgerow
reinforcement to the site boundaries to tie in with existing hedges. There were
also opportunities for enhanced biodiversity and improved habitat value with
wildflower grassland and wet marshland.
12.32. Paragraph 10.3 of the Assessment considers the impact on the potential
landscape effects. ‘The assessment concludes that there would be a moderateslight (direct and permanent) localised negative effect on the character of the
Ridge and Valley landscape character sub type area which is of community
value. It is acknowledge that the rural nature of the site would be changed to
some degree by the proposed development so that the landscape baseline could
not be maintained. This change would be in the context of existing development
in the form of the medium scale commercial buildings associated with the former
nursery and adjacent houses which form the immediate setting of the site. As the
landscape framework of the proposed development matures and contributes to
landscape distinctiveness in the Ridge and Valley sub-type, this effect would
reduce to slight’.
12.33. The effects on visual receptors have also been considered. For residents at
home in the properties on Winscales Road, 100m to the east of the site, the
overall visual effect on their views would be moderate-substantial as the
proposed lodges will be prominent in the foreground. The effect would be
negative as the proposed development would change the character of their
views. Officers note that the scheme as amended has incorporated an additional
landscaping buffer between the proposed lodge site and the adjoining dwellings
to the east.
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12.34. Residents of three bungalows adjacent to East Town End farm 250-270m to the
west of the site would experience an overall visual effect of no greater than
moderate as the development will be largely screened by existing trees. Other
residential properties assessed would have an overall visual effect rating no
greater than moderate-slight. This includes properties in and near to
Greysouthen approximately 4.2Km to the north-east.
12.35. The overall visual effect on motorists using the A595 will be moderate-slight due
to the extensive screening effect of the roadside trees, despite the short view
distances of 15m+. Walkers on the PROW adjacent to Fair View will experience
a moderate visual effect.
12.36. The level of change for visitors to the Oilys pub restaurant would be slight due to
their distance from the proposed development, oblique and obscured nature of
the view and the moderate-minor scale of change in their views. The effect of the
development on long range views from the higher ground to the south-east within
the Lake District National Park will be slight due to the long view distances (7Km
for the viewpoint assessed at Fellbarrow).
12.37. The LVIA proposes mitigation measures which include extensive tree, hedge and
shrub planting to help screen the development and integrate it with the natural
environment. Changes have been made to the landscaping proposal through the
course of the application. The proposal is reduced in scale and the landscape
scheme has been enhanced to all boundaries. Although the Assessment notes
that the development would change the character of views, particularly those of
the adjacent properties on Winscales Road, the environmental benefits brought
about by the proposal through the removal of the existing structures and the
enhanced planting and landscaping needs to be carefully balanced.
12.38. The applicant has been able to provide a section through which demonstrates
how the lodges would integrate with the site. The section suggests that the
lodges would be sited so as not to intrude visually on the landscape significantly
beyond the existing contours of the site. The proposed landscaping and layout
provides mitigation of the potential landscape and visual effects through the
arrangement of the lodges across the contours in small cluster groups rather than
regimented lines, combined with tree groups to reduce the impact of the lodges in
the landscape. Existing hedges and trees on and adjacent to the site would be
retained alongside the introduction of new trees and shrubs to the boundary
hedges and grounds surrounding the lodges. These measures would help to
screen the development.
12.39. On balance, it is Officers opinion that the proposed landscaping would provide a
suitable level of landscaping and mitigation for the proposed development,
alleviating the concerns raised in the earlier planning applications and
subsequent appeals. The scale and layout of the proposal as amended is
considered appropriate subject to the landscaping scheme to be secured by
condition to ensure compliance with Policy S33 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part
1) July 2014.
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Highways
12.40. The proposal would utilise an existing access serving the site from Winscales
Road, which offers a direct link to the A595. Winscales Road is a no through road
which also serves two dwellings and a farm track. The cycle path and a footpath
are accessible via the A595. A bus stop is also available on the A595. The
proposed layout demonstrates that parking would be provided within the site.
12.41. Planning Policy S22 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014 indicates that
development should be accessible by public transport, walking and cycling.
Development should be able to be accessed safely without compromise to the
safety of any transport route.
12.42. The Highways Department have objected to the proposal due to the absence of a
plan demonstrating clear visibility from the access. They note that Winscales
Road has a 60mph speed limit and comment that visibility splays of 214m in both
directions, set back by 2.4m, should be achieved. If the required visibility splays
cannot be achieved, it is recommended that a speed survey be carried out. The
Highways Department acknowledge that the access is existing but consider that
the change would generate an intensification of the use.
12.43. The applicant submits that the U2330 at Winscales Road is a quiet cul de sac
and has very little traffic. It is suggested that although there is a 60mph speed
limit in operation on the highway, the traffic rarely exceeds 30mph. Although the
215m visibility splay cannot be achieved, the applicant has submitted a plan to
show a line of visibility.
12.44. Officers accept that other users of the highway, beyond that of the proposal site,
would be low in number, given the limited users served by the highway. The
applicant has been able to demonstrate that visibility can be achieved from the
site, albeit not within the strict confines of the highways requirements in relation
to a highway with a 60mph speed limit.
12.45. On balance, taking existing conditions into account and the low density of the
proposed development, it is Officers opinion that the access serving the proposal
site is acceptable.
12.46. The revised layout plan has reduced the number of lodges from 17 to 13. The
Highways Department accept that this has resulted in more space to
accommodate onsite parking. Although they suggest that some of the parking
bays on the plan may be impractical for use, the site is to remain private and any
comments on parking are advisory. Officers consider the layout plan acceptable.
12.47. The proposed site is considered well located, having easy access to the A595
which provides public transport routes, access to the cycle path and has good
proximity to a number of walking routes. The proposed development therefore
satisfies the criteria of Planning Policy S22 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
July 2014 in terms of accessibility to a number of transport options.
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Residential Amenity
12.48. Planning Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) looks to safeguard
appropriate standards of amenity, suggesting that support should be given to
those proposals which make a positive contribution to an area and that
development should be resisted where it would result in an unacceptable effect
on residential amenity.
12.49. Given that the proposal site would offer a low density lodge site on a brownfield
site with landscape and visual impact mitigation measures proposed, it is
considered that the proposal would not have a significant adverse impact upon
adjacent residential amenity. However, it is considered appropriate to secure
details of any proposed external lighting in relation to the development and to
ensure the proper management of construction by conditions, to safeguard
suitable standards of amenity for nearby residents.
Drainage
12.50. The application details include a Drainage Strategy Report suggesting that, in the
absence of any adopted sewers in or around the site, it is proposed that foul
waste be disposed of via a treatment plant and that surface water be disposed of
via the existing pond and discharged to a designated water course.
12.51. Planning Policy S29 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014 indicates that
development should be drained in accordance with the drainage hierarchy.
12.52. Comments received from Cumbria County Council’s Lead Local Flood Authority,
United Utilities and the Environment Agency indicate that the development
should be drained in accordance with the drainage hierarchy as set out in the
National Planning Policy Framework and National planning Practice Guidance. It
is considered appropriate to secure suitable means of drainage in accordance
with the drainage hierarchy by condition, to ensure compliance with Planning
Policy S29 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) July 2014.
Contamination
12.53. The site is within an area with potential for contamination. The proposed works
would involve some excavations to the site. The applicant has included a Phase
1 Desktop Study in support of the application. The Study concludes that a Phase
2 Ground Investigation should be carried out for submission to the Local
Planning Authority.
12.54. The Council’s Environmental Health Department recommend that conditions
relating to contamination investigations be attached to any planning approval. It
is therefore considered appropriate to secure these measures by suitable
conditions.
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Ecology
12.55. The applicant has submitted a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal in support of the
planning application. The Appraisal suggests that the development has the
potential to impact on bats, breeding birds, other mammals and invasive nonnative species. Further survey works are suggested.
12.56. Natural England offer no objections to the proposed development with a
comment that, ‘based on the plans submitted Natural England considers that the
proposed development will not have significant adverse impacts on statutorily
protected nature conservation sites or landscapes’.
12.57. As the proposal involves demolition works on the existing structures at the site, it
is considered appropriate to secure further works prior to any demolition.
Local Financial Considerations
12.58. Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act, Local Financial
Considerations relate to Business Rates Revenue
13.

Conclusions

13.1. The application site has been subject to a number of planning applications and
appeals. Of significant relevance to the current proposal are those in relation to
proposals for lodges and static caravans, the most recent of which found the
application site to have acceptable access to facilities and services but raised
concerns in relation to the impact of the proposal on the character and
appearance with the local area.
13.2. The proposal relates to 13 lodges alongside a scheme for landscaping, submitted
to overcome the reason for refusal of earlier applications for tourism
accommodation at the site. The proposed development would sit within the
landscape and bring about a single use in place of the existing mixed uses at the
site. The proposal demonstrates that the concerns raised in previous
submissions in relation to landscape impact can be suitably mitigated to permit
development of this brownfield site.
13.3. It is acknowledged that the proposed development does not meet the specified
criteria of Planning Policy SA32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) July 2020 in
terms of tourism development. However, given the comments of the Planning
Inspector in the recent appeal at the site, which found the site an acceptable
location for tourism development, and the wider benefits the proposal would bring
to the local economy and environment, it is considered when carefully weighing
up all factors, that the principle of the proposed development is acceptable on
this particular site.
13.4. The Highways Department object to the proposal as the applicant has not been
able to demonstrate adequate visibility splays within a 60mph speed limit zone.
Given the low usage of the highway serving the development and the low density
of the proposed development, the absence of the visibility splays as set out by
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the Highways Department is not considered sufficient justification for refusal of
the application in this case.
13.5. The application is recommended for approval, subject to conditions.
14.

RECOMMENDATION
Grant permission
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Annex 1
Conditions
1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:
Location Plan received 26th January 2022
Brochure detail for lodges
Drwg No: 01003 Rev:01 - Section through proposed entrance
Drwg No: 01002 Rev:01 – Proposed works to existing entrance
Plan of buildings to be demolished
Drawing number D/01 – Paving details
WW/10B Rev B – Landscape Sections
WW/L01 Rev J – Outline Landscape Plan
WW/L01 Rev F - Planting Plan
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material
alterations to the scheme are properly considered.
3. Prior to the commencement of demolition works on site, details of a bat
emergence survey, a dawn survey or automated bat survey and further
internal and external inspection by a qualified consultant shall be
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. Any approved
mitigation measures shall be fully implemented in accordance with the
approved detailed scheme.
Reason: To safeguard any potential bat species during construction works at the
application site, in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework,
Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
4. No trees or hedges on the site shall be topped, lopped, felled or uprooted
without the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to ensure that adequate protection is afforded to the existing
trees on the site.
5. Landscaping works shall be carried out in accordance with drawing
number WW/L01 Rev F. All planting, seeding or turfing comprised within
the scheme shall be carried out in the first planting season following
completion of the development and any trees or plants which within a
period of 5 years from the completion of the development die, are removed
or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next
planting season with other similar size and species, unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise
the impact of the development in the locality.
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6. A landscaping management plan including long term design objectives,
management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all
landscaped areas shall be submitted to and approved by the Local
Planning Authority prior to operation. The development shall thereafter be
maintained at all times in accordance with the approved landscaping
management plan.
Reason: To ensure the long term maintenance and management of the
landscaping for the development in the open countryside in compliance with
Policies S32 and S33 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
7. Details of the lodges including any terrace, platform or hard surfacing on or
around the lodges site shall be submitted to and approved by the Local
Planning Authority, prior to installation.
Reason: In the interests of and to protect surrounding visual amenity.
8. The lodges hereby approved shall not be used at any time as the sole or
principal residence by any occupants.
Reason: The Local Planning Authority would wish to carefully examine the use
of the building other than for holiday accommodation to assess whether it would
be acceptable in terms of location, access and amenity, having regard to the
National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S17 of the Allerdale Local Plan
(Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
9. A register of all occupants of the holiday accommodation hereby approved
shall be maintained at all times and shall be made available for inspection
by the Local Planning Authority within 10 days of a request. The register
shall contain the name and address of the principal occupier together with
the dates of occupation.
Reason: The Local Planning Authority would wish to carefully examine the use
of the building other than for holiday accommodation to assess whether it would
be acceptable in terms of location, access and amenity, having regard to the
National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S17 of the Allerdale Local Plan
(Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
10. Prior to the use of the development hereby approved, details of the lighting
scheme for the site shall be submitted to and approved by the Local
Planning Authority. The works shall be implemented solely in accordance
with the approved scheme.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of nearby residential properties, in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S32 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
11. No part of the development hereby permitted shall be constructed above
ground floor level until details of the treatment and finishes of all surfaces
within the site have been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning
Authority. The details so approved shall be completed prior to the use of
the development hereby approved and shall be retained at all times
thereafter.
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Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory standard of development for the
external appearance of the approved scheme in relation to its surroundings, in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy DM14 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
12. Details of the siting, height and type of all means of enclosure/screen
walls/fences/other means of enclosure shall be submitted to and approved
by the Local Planning Authority prior to the occupation of the development.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is compatible
with the character of the surrounding area and safeguard the amenity of
neighbouring properties.
13. Notwithstanding the proposed submitted levels prior to works commencing
on site details of all proposed ground floor levels including finished floor
levels of the building, levels of any paths, drives, garages, and parking
areas and materials of any retaining walls shall be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority. The works shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved works.
Reason: To ensure that works are carried out to a suitable level in relation to the
adjoining properties and highways and in the interest of visual amenity.
14. Prior to the use of the development, a surface water drainage scheme
based on the hierarchy of drainage options in the National Planning
Practice Guidance with evidence of an assessment of the site conditions
(inclusive of how the scheme shall be managed and maintained after
completion) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The surface water drainage scheme must be in
accordance with the Non-Statutory Technical Standards for Sustainable
Drainage Systems (March 2015) or any subsequent replacement national
standards and unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, no surface water shall discharge to the public sewerage system
either directly or indirectly. The development shall be completed,
maintained and managed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to
manage the risk of flooding and pollution.
15. Prior to the commencement of works, details of the non-mains foul
drainage systems for the development shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development hereby
permitted shall only be carried out in accordance with the approved nonmains drainage assessment including the following specific mitigation
measures detailed therein :
a. Soakaways to be constructed to BS6297:2007
b. No connection to watercourse or land drainage system and no part
of the soakaway system is within 10 metres of any ditch or
watercourse.
c. No siting of the septic tank/package sewage treatment plant within
50 metres or upslope of any well, spring or borehole used for private
water supply.
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The details hereby approved shall be implemented prior to the use of the
development.
Reason: To enable a satisfactory means of non-mains foul drainage, in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy DM12 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
16. No development shall take place until a Construction and Demolition
Method Statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The statement shall include the following:
Traffic Management Plan to include all traffic associated with the
development, including site and staff traffic, off site parking, turning and
compound areas;
a. Procedure to monitor and mitigate noise and vibration from the
construction and demolition and to monitor any properties at risk of
damage from vibration, as well as taking into account noise from
vehicles, deliveries. All measurements should make reference to
BS7445.
b. Mitigation measures to reduce adverse impacts on residential
properties from construction compounds including visual impact,
noise, and light pollution.
c. A written procedure for dealing with complaints regarding the
construction or demolition;
d. Measures to control the emissions of dust and dirt during
construction and demolition (including any wheel washing facilities);
e. Programme of work for Demolition and Construction phase;
f. Hours of working and deliveries;
g. Details of lighting to be used on site;
h. Highway signage/ Haulage routes.
The approved statement shall be adhered to throughout the duration of the
development.
Reason: In the interests of safeguarding the amenity of the occupiers of
neighbouring properties during the construction works of the development hereby
approved, in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy
S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014 and in the interests of
highway safety.
17. No development approved by this permission shall commence until all
necessary site investigation works within the site boundary have been
carried out to establish the degree and nature of the contamination and its
potential to pollute the environment or cause harm to human health. The
scope of works for the site investigations should be agreed with the Local
Planning Authority prior to the commencement.
Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from any
possible contamination from the development to the local environment in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
18. Should land affected by contamination be identified under condition 17
following site investigations which poses unacceptable risks to human
health, controlled waters or the wider environment, no development shall
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take place until a detailed remediation scheme has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must
include an appraisal of remediation options, identification of the preferred
option(s), the proposed remediation objectives and remediation criteria,
and a description and programme of the works to be undertaken including
the verification plan.
Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from any
possible contamination from the development to the local environment in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
19. Should a remediation scheme be required under condition 18, the approved
strategy shall be implemented and a verification report submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior to the
development (or relevant phase of development) being brought into use.
Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from any
possible contamination from the development to the local environment in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
20. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be
reported immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the
part of the site affected must be halted and a risk assessment carried out
and submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Where unacceptable risks are found remediation and verification schemes
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. These shall be implemented prior to the development (or
relevant phase of development) being brought into use. All works shall be
undertaken in accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted
July 2014.
21. The access drive shall be surfaced in bituminous or cement bound
materials, or otherwise bound and shall be constructed and completed
before the development is brought into use. This surfacing shall extend for
a distance of at least 5 metres inside the site, as measured from the
carriageway edge of the adjacent highway. Reason: In the interests of
highway safety and environmental management.
22. The use of the development shall not be commenced until the access has
been formed to give a minimum width of 4.8 metres, and that part of the
access road extending 10 metres into the site from the existing highway
has been constructed in accordance with details approved by the Local
Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and environmental management.
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23. Any existing highway fence/wall boundary shall be reduced to a height not
exceeding 1.0m above the carriageway level of the adjacent highway before
the development is brought into use and shall not be raised to a height
exceeding 1.0m thereafter.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety for the visibility of construction and
operational traffic using the approved access.
24. Details of all measures to be taken by the applicant/developer to prevent
surface water discharging onto or off the highway shall be submitted to the
Local Planning Authority for approval prior to development being
commenced. Any approved works shall be implemented prior to the
development being completed and shall be maintained operational
thereafter.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and environmental management.

Other:

Advisory Note
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